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3. Symbols of the Mongols: Chinggis Khan
and his Yasa
I looked at him when he conquered Azerbaijan – our country – after he defeated ʿAlā al-Dīn
Khwārazm Shāh (...). His face was like a round shield, and his head was like the head of a
camel, and fire came from his face, and his head was between his shoulders because he had
no neck, and he was beardless, and he only had a few hidden hairs. I noticed that his
forearms looked like the feet of a good camel, and I saw around him a group close to his
characteristics, but none of them was scarier than him to look at. 1

Sulaymān al-Adharbayjānī found his encounter with Chinggis Khan terrifying. Together with the

origin story for which Sulaymān was the source, Ibn al-Dawādārī included his physical description

of the Mongol conqueror in his discussion of the rise of the Mongols. It shows Chinggis Khan, in

whose depiction aspects of the perceived characteristics of northern peoples reappear, as the

distilled essence of his people. The awe and terror that he spread in the Islamic world, so evident in
Sulaymān’s description, are manifest in many texts from the period. Shocked by the bloody

incursions of the Mongols into the Islamic world, the first Muslim authors to describe Chinggis Khan

portray him as an enemy of Islam and frequently refer to him as ‘accursed’. 2 This was no different
in Mamluk sources, where choice appellations included ‘the accursed infidel’ (al-kāfir al-malʿūn), 3
‘Chinggis Khan the accursed’ (jinkiz khān al-laʿīn), 4 and invocations such as ‘may God the Exalted

curse him’ (laʿanahu Allāh taʿālā). 5 From an early moment on, it was clear to Muslim authors that

Chinggis Khan was the driving force behind the Mongol conquests, as the attention paid to him and
his role in the origin stories in chapter 2 also demonstrates. These conquests were spectacular in

both their speed and scope, earning the conqueror a certain grudging admiration. For whatever else

Ibn al-Dawādārī, Kanz al-Durar, VII:231.
Biran, Chinggis Khan, 109; Aigle, The Mongol Empire, 34.
3
Ibn Taymiyya, Majmūʿ Fatāwā, XXVIII:522.
4
al-Malik al-Muʾayyad ʿImād al-Dīn Ismāʿīl ibn ʿAlī Abū al-Fidāʾ, Al-Mukhtaṣar fī Akhbār al-Bashar, ed. Muḥammad
Zaynuhum ʿAzab and Yaḥyā Sayyid Ḥusayn, vol. III (Cairo: Dār al-Maʿārif, 1999), 153.
5
Ibn Kathīr, Al-Bidāya wa-l-Nihāya, XIII:86. On such invocations, see Niall Christie, ‘The Origins of the Suffixed
Invocations of God’s Curse on the Franks in Muslim Sources for the Crusades’, Arabica 48 (2001): 254–66; Niall
Christie, ‘“Curses, Foiled Again!” Further Research on Early Use of the Ḫaḏalahum Allāh Invocation during the
Crusading Period’, Arabica 58 (2011): 561–70.
1
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people thought of him, even Alexander the Great needed ten years to conquer what the Mongols did
in a year or so. 6

Like the pivotal role Chinggis Khan played in the Mongol successes in the early thirteenth

century, the importance of his Nachleben in the Mongol world did not go unnoticed by Mamluk-era
authors either. For the successor khanates, Chinggis Khan was an important source of political

legitimacy as well as the revered father of those dynasties: only his descendants were allowed to

carry the title of khan and his authority was used in succession struggles. 7 The importance of the

Chinggisid legacy was also communicated to the Mamluk sultanate by Mongol rulers like Ghazan (r.

694-703/1295-1304) through their correspondence. 8 Consequently, many Mamluk-era authors

paid attention to the man some of them described as ‘the tyrant of the Tatars’. 9 It is in this context

that the use of the Mongols’ own origin legend (albeit in an altered and/or misunderstood version)

should be understood. Ibn Taymiyya, for instance, used it to denigrate Chinggis Khan by describing
him as the product of fornication (walad zinā) (chapter 2). This grave insult simultaneously

besmears the man himself and his followers, for, as the theologian states, ‘despite this they hold him
to be the greatest messenger of God’. 10

Another recurring element in Mamluk texts discussing the Mongols, and which was

frequently and closely connected to Chinggis Khan, is the Yasa. This was, supposedly, a legal code
instated by Chinggis Khan to which the Mongols adhered even after his death. Adherence to the
Yasa was part of this Chinggisid legacy, 11 and, much like the conqueror himself, employed in

legitimising strategies. 12 As such, like the Mongol origin story, they formed a significant element of

Mongol cultural stuff, the Yasa arguably being its most famous representative. The consciousness of
this importance of both Chinggis Khan and his Yasa for the Mongols as well as the connection

between the two in the Mamluks sultanate is evident, for instance, when al-ʿUmarī announces his

Ibn Kathīr, Al-Bidāya wa-l-Nihāya, XIII:87, quoting Ibn al-Athīr. Cf. Ibn Wāṣil, Mufarrij, IV:64.
Biran, Chinggis Khan, 109, 122.
8
Broadbridge, Kingship and Ideology, 66–67, 74.
9
See for instance al-Dhahabī, Tārīkh al-Islām, XIII:762, and al-Ṣafadī, Kitāb al-Wāfī, XI:152; Tāj al-Dīn Abī Naṣr ʿAbd
al-Wahhāb ibn ʿAlī ibn ʿAbd al-Kāfī al-Subkī, Ṭabaqāt al-Shāfiʿiyya al-Kubrā, ed. Maḥmūd Muḥammad al-Ṭannāḥī
and ʿAbd al-Fattāḥ Muḥammad al-Ḥilw, vol. I ([Cairo]: Maṭbaʿa ʿĪsā al-Bābī al-Ḥalabī, 1964), 330, who used alDhahabī as a source. Note that not every ṭāghiyat al-tatār is Chinggis Khan: the term is sometimes used to refer to
other Mongol rulers (e.g. Geikhatu [r. 690-4/1291-5] in Aḥmad ibn Yaḥyā ibn Faḍl Allāh al-ʿUmarī, Masālik al-Abṣār
fī Mamālik al-Amṣār, ed. Aḥmad ʿAbd al-Qādir al-Shādhilī, vol. XXVII [Abu Dhabi: Al-Majmāʿ al-Thaqāfī, 2004], 472).
10
Ibn Taymiyya, Majmūʿ Fatāwā, XXVIII:521.
11
Biran, Chinggis Khan, 102–4.
12
Ayalon, ‘The Great Yāsa (Part B)’, 151–52; Broadbridge, Kingship and Ideology, 53–54.
6
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discussion of the lineage of the Mongol royal house, by stating: ‘We relate their lineage until we
arrive at Chinggis Khan, their origin and lawgiver of the Yasa (yāsa) to them.’13

Mamluk-era authors therefore had a historical interest in Chinggis Khan, his spectacular

conquests, and his law, but also a contemporary one. As almost mythical symbols, the conqueror

and his law were an excellent way to castigate the Mongols by criticising these emblems, directly
attacking this element of Mongol culture. Accordingly, they not only recount his supposed

illegitimate birth, but also his rise to power and extensive conquests. Chinggis Khan is depicted as a
cunning, intelligent and courageous leader, as well as very violent and an infidel. More importantly,

however, is the way he and his Yasa are presented as photonegatives of the Islamic prophet and his
law, as I argue in this chapter. Ibn Taymiyya’s statement, that the Mongols consider Chinggis Khan

to be ‘the greatest messenger of God’, is illustrative of the way many Mamluk-era authors described

the Mongol perception of him. According to them, the Mongols regarded him as a prophet. Michal
Biran has stated that this places Chinggis Khan ‘in a monotheistic context, [but] it does so in a

negative way’ – after all, Muhammad is the last prophet in Islam. 14 In this chapter, I argue that it
goes even further: the Mongol conqueror does not simply figure as a false prophet, but as a

photonegative to the prophet Muhammad. Where the prophet Muhammad received the divinelyordained Sharia, the false prophet Chinggis Khan laid down its polar opposite: a man-made law,
which – according to many Mamluk-era authors – clashes with Sharia regulations in all sorts of

ways. I will first discuss the way the rise of Chinggis Khan and his importance to the Mongols is

presented in Mamluk sources. Then I will turn to their discussion of the Yasa and its (supposed)
rules. I will argue that there was a long tradition of denouncing the Yasa as un-Islamic and as a

photonegative of the Muslim Sharia among Mamluk-era authors, thereby criticising both earlier

Mongols and those contemporary to them. In this manner, they contrasted Mongol cultural stuff to

their own Islamic culture and identity, effectively othering them.

Chinggis Khan’s importance to the Mongols

The Mongols’ own Secret History relates how Chinggis Khan was born as Temüjin, named in Mongol

custom after a Tatar prisoner his father Yesügei, a minor chieftain, had taken shortly before his
birth. After his father’s murder, the family was reduced to poverty for years, but eventually,

Temüjin’s power grew. He formed his own band of followers and one by one he subjugated the

al-ʿUmarī, Masālik al-Abṣār, III:99 (ed. Lech, Das mongolische Weltreich, ٢/91–92). Al-Shādhilī’s edition reads
‘mutabbaʿuhum, wa-musharriʿ al-bāsta’ (the word al-yāsa appears in a variety of [mis]spellings in the sources).
Lech’s edition, reading ‘manbaʿuhum wa-musharriʿ al-yāsa lahum’, appears to be more correct here.
14
Biran, Chinggis Khan, 120.
13
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various tribes living in Mongolia. 15 From that point onwards, having by then taken on the title of

Chinggis Khan, 16 he started to covet the sedentary lands to the south of Mongolia and after taking
the Xī Xià (Tangut Empire) in 1209 he embarked on a campaign to conquer the North Chinese
empire of the Jin Dynasty in 1211, although it would take until 1234 for the empire to be

definitively subdued. After defeating the Qara-Khitai empire in 1218, the Mongols were now

neighbours of a Muslim state: the Khwārazmian empire of Greater Iran headed by ʿAlā al-Dīn
Muḥammad. In 1219 Chinggis Khan launched an invasion into the Khwārazm Shāh’s lands,

following the so-called Utrar-incident, in which the Khwārazm Shāh’s governor killed a large

number of traders sent by Chinggis Khan (see chapter 4). This would prove to be only the beginning
of a campaign of conquest of Islamic lands in years to come. 17

Like their colleagues elsewhere in the Muslim world, the historians of Mamluk Egypt and

Syria were well aware that the Mongol rise to power – or their exodus (khurūj) from their own

lands, as they frequently referred to it – was inextricably linked to Chinggis Khan. Consequently,

many of them spent at least a few lines on him when discussing the Mongol conquests, while others

gave more elaborate descriptions. Those might be incorporated within the rest of the account of the
Mongol advance into the Muslim world, but various authors of biographical dictionaries included a

tarjama of Chinggis Khan. Such tarjamas could also be included in chronicles, in the obituary

notices of notabilities for that year.

One of the first authors in the Mamluk sultanate to include a tarjama of Chinggis Khan in his

various works was the Damascene historian and theologian al-Dhahabī. He had a close relationship
with his colleague al-Ṣafadī, with whom he worked in the Mamluk governmental service, and who

frequently used him as a source. 18 Al-Ṣafadī wrote numerous works, but his most famous texts are

his biographical dictionaries Kitāb al-Wāfī bi-l-Wafayāt and Aʿyān al-ʿAṣr wa-Aʿwān al-Naṣr, the

former of which includes a tarjama of Chinggis Khan. That there was no love lost between these two

authors and the Mongol conqueror is immediately clear in their introduction of the mutarjam,

Morgan, The Mongols, 55–61; Saunders, Mongol Conquests, 46–52. The reliability of the Secret History remains
questionable. However, Morgan (55) argues that we can be fairly sure of the rough outlines of Chinggis Khan’s
early life.
16
The meaning of the title ‘Chinggis Khan’ has never been definitively determined. Several options have been put
forth, such as ‘universal ruler’, which was generally accepted by scholars. De Rachewiltz, however, has argued that
an interpretation of ‘fierce, tough’ is more likely, rendering the translation ‘Fierce Ruler’. See Paul Ratchnevsky,
Genghis Khan: His Life and Legacy, trans. Thomas Nivison Haining (Oxford: Blackwell, 1991), 89–90; de Rachewiltz,
I:460.
17
Morgan, The Mongols, 61–71; Saunders, Mongol Conquests, 53–63. For an overview of these areas on the eve of
the Mongol conquests, see Golden, ‘Inner Asia’.
18
Rosenthal, ‘Al-Ṣafadī’; Little, ‘Al-Ṣafadī’, 202.
15
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introducing him as ‘Chinggis Khan, the tyrant of the Tatars and their first king, who destroyed the
lands and annihilated the people’. 19 Connected to them was Tāj al-Dīn al-Subkī, who had been a

student of al-Dhahabī and a friend of al-Ṣafadī. 20 He includes a tarjama related to theirs in his

biographical dictionary of Shāfiʿī scholars, the Ṭabaqāt al-Shāfiʿiyya al-Kubrā (The Great Classes of

Shāfiʿī Scholars). In his book, Chinggis Khan’s tarjama appears in the part of the text that is now the
first printed volume, and which serves as an introduction to the volumes with the tarjamas proper.

The Mongol leader certainly had little to do with the Shāfiʿī madhhab, but information on the rise of
the Mongols was included in a section on the Shāfiʿīs in the eastern lands which, describes al-Subkī,

had been thoroughly destroyed by their armies.

These discussions of Chinggis Khan were not confined to the biographical genre. As the way

in which al-Subkī places his tarjama shows, his influence on the history of the Islamic world was

such that many authors considered it relevant to their texts. Information about his rise to power,
his actions, and his character is therefore given in histories, encyclopaedias and elsewhere. 21 In

their descriptions of Chinggis Khan, diverse biographers, historians and encyclopaedists not only
discuss the man himself, but also his importance to the Mongols. From their portrayals of the

Mongol conqueror, it is possible to reconstruct how he was viewed by Mamluk-era authors: an

incredibly violent and courageous conqueror, intelligent and cunning, who was an infidel with a
prophetic, or even nearly divine, status among his followers. In part, this characterisation of the

Mongol leader is historical: Chinggis Khan would not have been able to make the conquests he did
without a decent amount of courage and intelligence. For one, inclusion of information on him

reflects historical curiosity. At the same time, however, as he does in al-Adharbayjānī’s description,

Chinggis Khan could function as the distilled essence of the Mongols for Syrian and Egyptian

authors. They widely applied the same stereotypes of cunning and violence used for Chinggis Khan
to the Mongols in general, as I show in chapter 4. At the same time, the image again connects

Chinggis Khan to the basic ethnographic stereotype of northern peoples in general and the Mongols
in particular: he is violent, courageous and an infidel. And finally, the trope of intelligence is closely
connected to his institution of the Yasa, which I discuss in detail below.

al-Dhahabī, Tārīkh al-Islām, XIII:762; al-Ṣafadī, Kitāb al-Wāfī, XI:152.
Ossama Abdelmoneim Sayed Abdelgawwad, ‘Al-Subkī’s Hermeneutical Theory in the Extended Generations of
the Shāfiʿīs (Ṭabaqāt al-Shāfiʿīyah al-Kubrā)’ (Indiana University, 2018), 91, 95–96, 136.
21
See also Biran, Chinggis Khan, 109.
19
20
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Rise to power

As in the origin story that Ibn al-Dawādārī relates, some authors say Chinggis Khan originally

worked as a blacksmith. 22 But most authors – true to Ibn al-Dawādārī’s assertion – are primarily

interested in the beginning of his rule and his many conquests, rather than in what preceded them.

Many texts thus include a discussion of Chinggis Khan’s rise to power. As al-Qalqashandī, secretary

in the Mamluk chancery from the 790s/1390s onward and author of the encyclopaedic Ṣubḥ al-

Aʿshā fī Sināʿat al-Inshā (Dawn for the Night-Blind in the Secretarial Arts), already noted, there were

two different stories about this episode circulating in the Mamluk sultanate. 23 One of them, which

al-Qalqashandī himself encountered in the work of Abū al-Fidāʾ, is based on the report by Shihāb alDīn Muḥammad al-Nasawī (d. 647/1249-50), who was kātib al-inshāʾ (chief secretary) of Jalāl al-

Dīn Khwārazm Shāh, a position which rendered his work rather unfavourable towards the

Mongols. 24 Other authors relating this account are for instance al-Nuwayrī and al-Dhahabī. 25 The

details vary, but the general outline of this version is as follows: a tribe called Timurjī lived in the

steppes of China. China consisted of six kingdoms, each of which is ruled by a khan, and those khans
answer to a great khan called Alṭun Khān, who lived in Ṭūghāj (also given as Ṭamghāj). One of these

six kingdoms was headed by Dūshī Khān, who was married to the paternal aunt of Chinggis Khan.
When he died, Chinggis Khan went to visit her. Dushī Khān had no heir, and his aunt invited

Chinggis Khan to take the throne. The two neighbouring khans, one Kushlū Khān and another khan,
agreed. The Great Khan, however, disagreed with Chinggis Khan’s appointment and was angry.

Chinggis Khan and the neighbouring khans decided to work together against Alṭūn Khān, whom
they managed to defeat. One of the neighbouring khans died, leaving Chinggis Khan and Kushlū

Khān to rule over the Chinese kingdoms. Then Kushlū Khān died as well, leaving behind a son who
was also called Kushlū Khān. Deeming the son weak, Chinggis Khan fought and defeated him, and
ended up as the sole ruler. 26

Shams al-Dīn Abī ʿAbd Allāh Muḥammad ibn Aḥmad ibn ʿUthmān al-Dhahabī, Siyar Aʿlām al-Nubalāʾ, ed.
Bashshār ʿAwwād Maʿrūf and Muḥyī Hilāl al-Sirḥān, vol. XXIII (Beirut: Muʾassasat al-Risāla, 1985), 158; al-Ṣafadī,
Kitāb al-Wāfī, XI:154. See Amitai, ‘Jewish Teacher’, 701.
23
al-Qalqashandī, Ṣubḥ al-Aʿshā, IV:310–11.
24
On al-Nasawī, see P. Jackson, ‘Al-Nasawī’, in Encyclopaedia of Islam, Second Edition, ed. P. Bearman et al. (Brill
Online, 2012), http://dx.doi.org/10.1163/1573-3912_islam_SIM_5809. For the section on Chinggis Khan’s initial
rise to power, see Shihāb al-Dīn Muḥammad al-Nasawī, Sīrat al-Sulṭān Jalāl al-Dīn Mankubirtī, ed. Ḥāfiẓ Aḥmad
Ḥamdi (Cairo: Dār al-Fikr al-ʿArabī, 1953), 38–48.
25
For this section in al-Nuwayrī, see Amitai, ‘Al-Nuwayrī’, 26–28.
26
Abū al-Fidāʾ, Al-Mukhtaṣar, III:153–54; al-Nuwayrī, Nihāyat al-Arab, XXVII:207–9; al-ʿUmarī, Masālik al-Abṣār,
XXVII:236–37; al-Dhahabī, Tārīkh al-Islām, XIII:19–21, 278–79; al-Dhahabī, Siyar, XXIII:227–28. See also Abū al-Fidāʾ,
Taqwīm al-Buldān, 365.
22
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The other story, as al-Qalqashandī also reports, is based on Juvaynī’s Tarīkh-i Jahān’gushā,

and is closer to the actual historical events. 27 Al-Qalqashandī himself encountered it in al-ʿUmarī’s

Masālik al-Absār. Juvaynī’s history was an important source on the Mongols for a number of authors
in the Mamluk sultanate, including on the Yasa, as I will discuss below. Juvaynī relates how there
was a mighty ruler called Ong Khan. During his youth, Chinggis Khan frequently visited him, and
Ong Khan was fond of him and saw signs of greatness in him. He therefore favoured him and

advanced him. This caused jealousy among the ruler’s relatives, who conspired against him and

maligned him to Ong Khan. They managed to convince him, and he began to plot against Chinggis
Khan. Ong Khan became angry with two youths who served him, and they ran away to Chinggis

Khan and informed him of the plot brewing against him. Chinggis Khan rapidly left, and rewarded

the youths. He gathered a large amount of followers – among them some who previously followed
Ong Khan – and defeated his former patron and ruled over what had been his territories. 28

This second version of Chinggis Khan’s rise to power, based on the work of an author

writing in the service of the Mongols, presents him as someone who does right by those who are
loyal to him, and as a talented leader. This is retained even in Ibn Kathīr’s rendition, who was

otherwise very critical of Chinggis Khan and the Mongols, as I show below. The first story of the

events that led to the rise of Chinggis Khan, however, does contain explicit criticism in some of its
versions. Like in al-Nasawī’s original, Abū al-Fidāʾ points out that Chinggis Khan not only

considered the young Kushlū Khān weak, but also ‘violated the rules that were established between
him and his [Kushlū Khān JR’s] father’. 29 Similarly, al-Nuwayrī follows al-Nasawī in reporting that
Chinggis Khan did not treat the young ruler with justice, and that he ‘did not treat him like he had
treated his father with regard to the distribution of power and the rightful division of the

kingdoms’. 30 Al-Dhahabī, whose rendition of al-Nasawī’s story is textually the farthest from the

original, states when relating Chinggis Khan’s defeat of the great khan: ‘And Chinggis Khan ruled
over his [the great khan] land, and his wickedness became dreadful (istafḥala sharruhu).’ 31

Al-Dhahabī thus connects al-Nasawī’s version of Chinggis Khan’s rise to power to what came

after that: the conquests in Central Asia under his command. The Muslim sources, Mamluk and
otherwise, pay ample attention to Mongol violence, including to that used during the early

For an overview of these events, see for instance Biran, Chinggis Khan, 32–38.
al-ʿUmarī, Masālik al-Abṣār, III:102–4 (ed. Lech, Das mongolische Weltreich, ٤–٦/93-94); Ibn Kathīr, Al-Bidāya
wa-l-Nihāya, XIII:118. For the relation between these texts and Juvaynī, see below.
29
Abū al-Fidāʾ, Al-Mukhtaṣar, III:154. See also al-Nasawī, Sīrat, 42.
30
al-Nuwayrī, Nihāyat al-Arab, XXVII:209. See also al-Nasawī, Sīrat, 42. See also, for instance, al-ʿUmarī, Masālik alAbṣār, XXVII:237.
31
al-Dhahabī, Tārīkh al-Islām, XIII:20.
27
28
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conquests (see chapter 4). Some explicitly connect this violence to Chinggis Khan himself. This is

clearly visible in al-Dhahabī’s, and following him by al-Ṣafadī’s and al-Subkī’s, introduction of him,

which emphasises destruction and widespread killing. 32 In his tarjama of Chinggis Khan in Siyar al-

Nubalāʾ, al-Dhahabī also states that it ‘was less significant for him to kill a Muslim than a flea’. 33 Ibn
Kathīr, similarly reflecting on the unprecedented number of casualties the Mongol leader left in his

wake, states that Chinggis Khan killed so many people that no one knows how many they were. The
only one who could, is the one who created them: God. 34 The Mamluk-era descriptions of Chinggis

Khan’s rise to power thus serve not only as historical background for the unexpected appearance of
the Mongols, but also to show Chinggis Khan’s violence, which would be continued by later

generations of Mongols. They use older sources but place their own emphases and make additions
in order to convey this message.

Prophethood

Mamluk-era authors were thus well aware not only of the key role Chinggis Khan played in the

Mongol conquests, but also of his lasting symbolic importance to the Mongols. 35 Even his burial was
a spectacular one, according to Ibn Kathīr at least, who relates that his followers put him in an iron
coffin and suspended it between two mountains. 36 According to several authors, the role Chinggis

Khan played for the Mongols was comparable to that of a prophet. Among them was Ibn Taymiyya,

who sneered that, despite his lowly birth as a bastard, the Mongols considered Chinggis Khan to be
the greatest messenger of God. He lamented that ‘the Tatars believe grave things about Chinggis

Khan’. According to him, the Mongols believe that he is the son of God, similar to Christian beliefs
about Christ. They thus put him, an infidel king, on equal footing with Muhammad, seal of the

prophets, considering the two as ‘the two great signs that came from God’, as Ibn Taymiyya relates a
Mongol commander informed him. 37 According to Ibn Taymiyya, they glorify him ‘to the extent that

al-Dhahabī, XIII:762; al-Dhahabī, Siyar, XXII:243. See also al-Ṣafadī, Kitāb al-Wāfī, XI:152; al-Subkī, Ṭabaqāt, I:330.
al-Dhahabī, Siyar, XXII:243.
34
Ibn Kathīr, Al-Bidāya wa-l-Nihāya, XIII:119.
35
On the symbolic importance of Chinggis Khan in the successor khanates, see for instance Biran, Chinggis Khan,
121–26.
36
Ibn Kathīr, Al-Bidāya wa-l-Nihāya, XIII:118. See also al-ʿAynī, Al-Sayf al-Muhannad, 181, who appears to base
himself on Ibn Kathīr here. While questions about Chinggis Khan’s death and burial remain, this version of events
appears highly unlikely. On his death and burial, see Bat-Ochir Bold, ‘The Death and Burial of Chinggis Khaan’,
Central Asian Survey 19, no. 1 (2000): 95–115.
37
Ibn Taymiyya, Majmūʿ Fatāwā, XXVIII:521. See also Amitai, ‘Jewish Teacher’, 699; Biran, Chinggis Khan, 120–21.
This section of Ibn Taymiyya’s fatwa is also discussed by Aigle, The Mongol Empire, 299–300. A little further down,
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they say, when they have money, “this is sustenance from Chinggis Khan,” and they thank him for
their food and drink’. 38 The alleged heresy and shirk, attributing partners to God, are evident.

The notion that the Mongols revered Chinggis Khan as a prophet is found in other Mamluk-

era texts as well. In his Mufarrij al-Kurūb fī Akhbār Banī Ayyūb, Ibn Wāsil states that his position was

like that of a prophet, with the Mongols obeying his every order. 39 This notion of obedience is

connected to the fact that Chinggis Khan was the one to unite all the tribes behind him. ‘All the
Tatars (al-tatār) submitted to him,’ writes al-Dhahabī, ‘and obeyed him in everything.’ 40 Such

obedience may seem commendable, but no human being is deserving of the reverence he received:

‘They were obedient to him as the aṣḥāb of the prophet were obedient to him; nay, the obedience of
the worshippers devoted to the Lord of the Worlds.’ 41 Al-Ṣafadī, who based the first part of his

tarjama on that of al-Dhahabī, relates the same. 42 Similarly, al-Subkī quotes al-Dhahabī (albeit
without acknowledgement) when he writes that the Mongols obeyed Chinggis Khan like
worshippers do God. 43

Biran has argued that this turn of phrase neutralises the religious problem inherent in the

notion that Chinggis Khan was a prophet by simply focusing on obedience. 44 In light of the way that

these authors, al-Dhahabī, al-Ṣafadī, and al-Subkī, write about the Mongol ‘tyrant’ in the rest of the

section that contains this sentence, which I discuss below, I am inclined to interpret the statement
by these authors differently. Rather than as neutralising, I read this as an accusation of shirk

directed at Chinggis Khan’s followers. The obedience they show toward their leader is reserved for
actual prophets and God. This reading is supported by al-Dhahabī’s statement elsewhere that the

Mongols ‘believed in him [Chinggis Khan] and deified him (taʾallahūhu), and they did their utmost

to obey him’. 45

While the Mongols are rebuked for supposedly considering him a prophet, or even deifying

him, many authors point out that Chinggis Khan was no monotheist. They emphasise that he did not

asserts that the fake prophet Musaylima was less harmful to Muslims than Chinggis Khan (522). See also Biran,
Chinggis Khan, 120–21.
38
Ibn Taymiyya, Majmūʿ Fatāwā, XXVIII:521–22.
39
Ibn Wāṣil, Mufarrij, IV:37; Ibn Wāṣil, Mufarrij, VI:153. See also Amitai, ‘Jewish Teacher’, 698; Biran, Chinggis
Khan, 120. See also al-Yūnīnī, Dhayl, I:86.
40
al-Dhahabī, Siyar, XXII:243.
41
al-Dhahabī, Tārīkh al-Islām, XIII:762.
42
al-Ṣafadī, Kitāb al-Wāfī, XI:152–53.
43
al-Subkī, Ṭabaqāt, I:330.
44
Biran, Chinggis Khan, 121.
45
al-Dhahabī, Tārīkh al-Islām, XIII:20–21.
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adhere to any religion, 46 or call him ‘an associator to God, worshiping others beside him’. 47 Of

interest here is al-Subkī’s description of Chinggis Khan’s use of religion. Al-Subkī describes him as

an infidel who worshipped the sun, 48 and even has Chinggis Khan himself emphasise his lack of

religion, in a letter to the Khwārazm Shāh following the Utrar-incident. In the text of the letter that

al-Subkī gives – which is clearly not historical – he has Chinggis Khan write: ‘I do not adhere to any
religion, but I do not approve of you doing this [the murder of the traders]. And you are a member
of the religion of Islam, and these traders were of your religion.’ 49

But while this fictional Chinggis Khan himself acknowledges being an infidel, he is also

shown to actively propagate his false prophethood. According to al-Subkī, in the run-up to the

confrontation with the Khwārazm Shāh, Chinggis Khan retreated to a mountain top, bareheaded,
and stood on his feet for three days, ‘or so it is said’.

Then he claimed (zaʿama) that God made him fall [and] that a speech came to him saying:
‘You have been treated unjustly, so go and triumph over your enemy, and rule over the
earth, both land and sea.’ And he [Chinggis Khan] would say: ‘The earth is my property, and
God has made me king over it.’ 50

This story appears to be a contraction of two different stories related by Ibn Kathīr (see below).

Although al-Subkī does not make it explicit, he appears to suggest – given his repeated assertions,
both earlier and later, that Chinggis Khan was an infidel – that the Mongol conqueror was simply
pretending to receive such divine communications in order to use this to his own advantage,
spreading the falsehood of his being a prophet himself.

Understandably, the Muslim authors inhabiting the Mongol successor khanates present a

different image. Biran has pointed to the monotheisation of the figure of Chinggis Khan, which was

necessary for later, Islamised Mongol rulers in order to build on his legacy for their own

legitimisation. Some presented Chinggis Khan as God’s punishment (as in the treatise by Ibn al-

Nafīs), and in the case of pro-Mongol sources such as Juvaynī and Rashīd al-Dīn as one that would

prove to be beneficial for the Muslim world in the long run. Even Chinggis Khan himself, while

clearly not a Muslim, was monotheised in post-conversion pro-Mongol sources, by presenting him
See for instance al-Dhahabī, Siyar, XXII:243.
Ibn Kathīr, Al-Bidāya wa-l-Nihāya, XIII:119.
48
al-Subkī, Ṭabaqāt, I:330, likely basing himself on Ibn al-Athīr.
49
al-Subkī, I:332–33.
50
al-Subkī, I:333. Cf. Ibn Kathīr, Al-Bidāya wa-l-Nihāya, XIII:118.
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as something of an ḥanīf, a monotheist outside of the established religions. 51 Biran reveals this

phenomenon in Ilkhanid and Timurid sources in particular, but she shows that even in the Mamluk
sultanate a hint of this appeared, in the work of al-Nuwayrī. 52

Al-Nuwayrī included a fairly large section on the history of the Mongols in his encyclopaedic

work Nihāyat al-Arab fī Funūn al-Adab. 53 It contains an anecdote in which he departs from the

sources he uses for his description of Chinggis Khan’s rise to power, al-Nasawī and Ibn al-Athīr. AlNuwayrī reports that Chinggis Khan became an ascetic for a while, devoting himself to God, on the
prompting of a Jewish teacher who informed him that the success of his dynasty was predicted in

the Jewish books. This section was translated and analysed by Amitai, who showed that it is likely a
story of Ilkhanid provenance, dating to after the Ilkhanids’ conversion to Islam. The fragment

contains various ways in which Chinggis Khan is given, in Amitai’s words, ‘Muslim patina’, showing
how the recently Islamised Mongols there were attempting to integrate older ideas about Chinggis
Khan and their new religion. 54

In this section of al-Nuwayrī’s discussion of the Mongols, indeed contains the

monotheisation of the Mongol leader as shown by Biran. Yet, as Amitai pointed out, Chinggis Khan’s
attempt in this story to place himself on the same level as Moses, Jesus, and Muhammad would not
necessarily have been read in a positive light by Muslims in the Mamluk sultanate. In this sense it

ties in with the various authors who accused the Mongols of viewing Chinggis Khan – falsely – as a

prophet. 55 Al-Nuwayrī appears to have been the only author in the Mamluk sultanate to include this
story that presents Chinggis Khan as a ḥanīf. 56 Biran rightly describes it as a hint of the new role
Chinggis Khan played in Ilkhanid sources of the time, 57 as this is indeed all it was. And even this

story may thus have been interpreted negatively by al-Nuwayrī’s audience. In the Mamluk sources,

Chinggis Khan is widely presented not only as an infidel, but as a man who is wrongly considered a

Morgan, ‘Persian Perceptions’, 204–5; Biran, Chinggis Khan, 112–19.
Biran, Chinggis Khan, 119–21.
53
For an extensive analysis of this chapter in al-Nuwayrī’s Nihāyat al-Arab, see the PhD dissertation by Angermann,
‘Das Unfassbare’.
54
al-Nuwayrī, Nihāyat al-Arab, XXVII:207–8; Amitai, ‘Jewish Teacher’. Lyall Armstrong (‘The Making of a Sufi: AlNuwayrī’s Account of the Origin of Genghis Khan’, Mamlūk Studies Review 10, no. 2 [2006]: 154–60) also analysed
this section, disagreed with some aspects of Amitai’s analysis, and emphasised the manner in which al-Nuwayrī
depicts Chinggis Khan as a Sufi. He also suggests that this may be another attempt of presenting the Mongol
conquests as being religiously justified. On a side note, Armstrong is responding to an abridged version of Amitai’s
argument, as published in Amitai, ‘Al-Nuwayrī’, rather than to the more elaborate article. See also Angermann,
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prophet by his people, or even deified as some authors claim. To make matters worse, he even

provided them with a law of his own invention – an innovation that clashed harshly with God’s
divine legislation as sent down through the true and final prophet, Muhammad.

The Yasa: Mongol law in Mamluk sources

One of the things Chinggis Khan is said to have done during his conquests and in the earliest days of

the Mongol empire, is to introduce the so-called ‘Great Yasa’, supposedly during the quriltai of 1206.

The term yasa comes from the Mongolian ǰasaq, 58 and can simply mean ‘decree’. 59 The ‘Great Yasa’,
however, was traditionally interpreted as being some sort of written legal code, which was laid

down by Chinggis Khan and used by his successors who considered it binding, although such a code
does not survive. This lack of a surviving copy of the Yasa has led to intense academic debate about
the Yasa’s characteristics and contents. Opinions have varied from the idea that the lack of

surviving copies indicates that it was solely intended for the Chinggisid family and kept secret to
outsiders, 60 to the theory that medieval Muslim authors confused imperial edicts (jasaq) with

Mongol custom (yosun), and grouped everything together under the term ‘(Great) Yasa’, as Denise

Aigle has argued in recent years. 61 The academic debate about the historical nature and contents of
the Yasa is thus in full swing. I, however, will look into what Muslim Mamluk-era authors thought it

was and contained. What was the nature and the function of the Yasa in their eyes? What sort of

rules did they say it promulgated? This analysis will show how, from the late seventh/thirteenth

century onwards, the Yasa was constructed by Mamluk-era authors as a mirror image of the Islamic

Sharia and thus used as a way to defame and malign the Mongols, despite the Mongols’ changing

relations with Islam itself.

For etymological considerations, see Gerhard Doerfer, Türkische und mongolische Elemente im Neupersischen.
Unter besonderer Berücksichtigung älterer neupersischer Geschichtsquellen, vor allem der Mongolen- und
Timuridenzeit., vol. IV (Wiesbaden: Franz Steiner Verlag, 1975), 71–82.
59
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Chingiz Khān” and Mongol Law in the Īlkhānate’, Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies 49, no. 1
(1986): 165, 168–72. See also de Rachewiltz, Secret History, II:697, who states this is only the case in Islamic
sources, which is challenged by David Morgan, ‘The “Great Yasa of Chinggis Khan” Revisited’, in Mongols, Turks,
and Others: Eurasian Nomads and the Sedentary World, ed. Reuven Amitai and Michal Biran (Leiden: Brill, 2005),
301–2.
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der Altaischen Völker. Protokollband der XII. Tagung der Permanent International Altaistic Conference 1969 in
Berlin, ed. Georg Hazai and Peter Zieme (Berlin: Akademie-Verlag, 1974), 480–81; Paul Ratchnevsky, ‘Die
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Morgan disagrees with this notion, see Morgan, ‘The “Great Yāsā of Chingiz Khān”’, 169; Morgan, The Mongols, 98.
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Scholars used to think that the Yasa’s contents could be reconstructed using what they

thought were fragments of it found in other texts, such as those by Juvaynī, the Syriac historian Bar
Hebraeus (1226-86), al-ʿUmarī, and al-Maqrīzī, who all listed numerous of its rules. 62 In the early

1970s, however, David Ayalon showed that the latter three are all dependent on the former.

Praising the intelligence and wisdom of Chinggis Khan, and stating that the Mongol ruler himself

invented these rules without recourse to any written records or traditions, 63 Juvaynī lists a number

of them in a chapter entitled ‘Of the laws which Chingiz-Khan framed and the yasas which he
promulgated after his rise to power’, as well as mentioning a selection of laws or customs

elsewhere in this work. Al-ʿUmarī and Bar Hebraeus both based themselves on the Persian

historian, and al-Maqrīzī in turn used al-ʿUmarī’s work, albeit without acknowledging his reliance

on the latter. 64 Al-Maqrīzī’s purpose for discussing the Yasa was his indignation that Mamluk ḥujjāb

(chamberlains) had begun judging the Muslim civilian population, rather than leaving that to Sharia
judges, which, he claimed, they did according to the Mongol Yasa. His aim, therefore, was to show

how antagonistic that was to Sharia law. Ayalon demonstrated that not only is it highly unlikely that
the Yasa was ever used in the Mamluk sultanate in this manner, but that al-Maqrīzī was also an

unreliable source for its original Mongol contents. 65

Ayalon thus turned the existing consensus on the Yasa on its head, and forced scholars to

re-examine the historical evidence. Responding to Ayalon’s work and pointing to the lack of

information on the Yasa in both the Secret History and in Rashīd al-Dīn’s Jāmiʿ al-Tavārīkh, David
Morgan has argued that there is no actual evidence that such a written legal code, instituted by

Chinggis Khan, ever really existed. He suggests that the notion of this Great Yasa may have been

based on the existence of Mongol customary law, the collection of Chinggis Khan’s utterances, or the

Morgan, ‘The “Great Yāsā of Chingiz Khān”’, 163–64; Morgan, The Mongols, 96–97; Morgan, ‘Revisited’, 292. For
an example of this traditional interpretation, see George Vernadsky, ‘The Scope and Contents of Chingis Khan’s
Yasa’, Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies 3, no. 3/4 (1938): 337–60. More recent authors who take a more critical
approach, but do attempt to reconstruct Yasa legislation, are Ratchnevsky, Genghis Khan: His Life and Legacy, 187–
96; Aigle, The Mongol Empire, 146–56. See also Ratchnevsky, ‘Die Yasa’; Ratchnevsky, ‘Die Rechtsverhältnisse’. On
Bar Hebraeus’ work on the Mongols, see chapter 3 in Aigle, The Mongol Empire, 66–88, or her earlier article on
which the chapter was based, Denise Aigle, ‘L’œuvre historiographique de Barhebraeus. Son apport à l’histoire de
la période mongole’, Parole de l’Orient 33 (2008): 25–61.
63
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64
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keeping of written records of Mongol legal decisions. 66 The rules found in Juvaynī’s text, he argues,

are decrees – yasa with a lower case y – rather than rulings from a ‘Great Yasa’. Nonetheless, even in

Juvaynī’s text, Morgan acknowledges, there are echoes of a notion of the term Yasa in the sense of
an overarching legal code. It may well have been ‘a gradually evolving body of custom, not only

beginning before the time of Chingiz Khān but continuing after him’. Contemporary historians were,
however, engulfed by a ‘fog of vagueness and uncertainty’ when it came to its exact contents. 67

Based on Chinese sources and on the Mongol Secret History, De Rachewiltz in turn has argued that

there is enough evidence to assume there was in fact such a legal code, which was likely written
down and went, one way or another, back to the authority of Chinggis Khan. Among other

arguments, he points to the early (1246) letter from Güyük Khan, the third Great Khan (r. 1246-48),
to Pope Innocent IV (r. 1243-54) which states: ‘And if you keep to your word, thou, who art the
great Pope, together with all the kings, must come in person to do homage to Us. We shall then
cause you to hear every command (firmān) that there is of the Yāsā.’ 68 Morgan, in his 2005

revisitation of the issue, acknowledges that there appears to have been a ceremonial and ‘special’
aspect to the ‘yasa-reinforcing actions on the part of Ögödei and Güyüg’. 69 And while he still does

not believe that there was a coherent law code, Morgan recognises that ‘there was certainly
something’. 70

For indeed, whatever the ‘Great Yasa’ may or may not have been, there was a clear

contemporary belief in the existence of a such a code instated by Chinggis Khan. 71 This included

later Mongol rulers themselves, as is clear from Güyük’s letter to Pope Innocent IV, as well as their
subject peoples and external enemies. 72 Authors in the Ilkhanate, such as Juvaynī, report that at

important moments, such as the election of a khan or the mobilisation of the army, rolls on which
yasas are written are produced, 73 and how specific rulers, such as Ghazan, are particularly

Morgan, The Mongols, 98–99.
Morgan, ‘The “Great Yāsā of Chingiz Khān”’, 168–71. Quote on p. 169. See also Morgan, The Mongols, 98. On the
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68
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committed to the Yasa. 74 Furthermore, Mongol rulers not only employed the Yasa in their

correspondence with other rulers – specifically when they were trying to get the latter to submit 75 –

it was also used during intra-Mongol strife. Mongol rulers (or pretenders to the throne) would

claim strict observance of the Yasa, while accusing any opponents of violating and disregarding it. 76
A good example of this is the letter from Berke Khan to Baybars, in which he was ‘requesting help
against Hülegü, and information of [the latter’s] violation of [the Yasa of] Chingghis Khan and the

sharīʿa of his family’. Ayalon has shown that it originally said mukhālifat yasaq Jinkiz Khān, but even
without that, the context shows that it refers to a legal code of sorts, which Hülegü is supposedly
disregarding. 77

So the Yasa was widely believed to exist in the medieval Islamic world and the various

Mongol khanates, thought to go back to Chinggis Khan, and was considered to be of vital

importance by the successors of the Mongol empire’s founder. But in the same way as scholars

today are still in the dark about its exact contents (assuming those existed), this lack of clarity on

what the Yasa really was, is also evident in the works of contemporary authors. For while Mamlukera writers were certain that the Great Yasa existed, in some cases were clearly quite fascinated by

it, and occasionally provide individual rules or even entire lists, it is evident that not one of them

has seen an actual copy of such a code. 78 The ‘Great Yasa of Chinggis Khan’ and its exact contents

remain a mystery for now, although it lies at the centre of a fascinating line of investigation. Much

more, however, can be said about the way Muslim authors in the Mamluk sultanate treated the Yasa
and its supposed rules in their texts.

The Yasa in seventh/thirteenth-century Mamluk sources

Sources from the second half of the seventh/thirteenth century offer fairly little information on the
Yasa. The term itself mostly appears in the context of inter-Mongol conflict and that of diplomatic

relations between the Mamluk sultanate and the Mongols, as in Berke’s letter mentioned above, or
for instance when Baybars received a letter from Abaqa (r. 663-80/1265-82) in 667/1268. This

letter spoke of the Mamluk sultan being ‘under the command (firmān) and yāsāt of Chinggis Khan’

beforehand, and of him now being ‘under the command and yāsāt of the Great Khan (qāʾān) in this

Reuven Amitai-Preiss, ‘Ghazan, Islam and Mongol Tradition: A View from the Mamluk Sultanate’, Bulletin of the
School of Oriental and African Studies 59, no. 1 (1996): 4.
75
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manner’. 79 A reply was sent in which Baybars stated: ‘How can there be agreement while we, today,

have the yāsāh that is greater than that of Chinggis Khan?’ 80 One thing that stands out in this

exchange, is that Abaqa clearly speaks of yāsāt, decrees, in the plural, as Amitai has also pointed out.
Moreover, these decrees are apparently also promulgated by the current Great Khan, and are thus
not necessarily derived from Chinggis Khan himself. 81 The purpose of the term ‘yāsāh’ in Baybars’

reply, however, is different. Not only is it in the singular – it clearly refers to a code of sorts, rather
than to individual decrees – it is also inextricably linked to Chinggis Khan and contrasted to ‘what
we have’, i.e. the Sharia. Baybars evidently regarded the ‘Yasa of Chinggis Khan’ as similar in form

and function, but inferior in value, to the Islamic Sharia. 82 At a very early point in Mamluk-Mongol

relations, in the late 660s/1260s, a discourse is clearly present in which ‘the Yasa’ was considered

to be a comprehensive code that had been instated by Chinggis Khan, even though the information
arriving directly from the Mongol khanates did not necessarily support this notion. Moreover,

Baybars and his secretaries already express something of an opposition between the Yasa and the
Sharia.

Other seventh/thirteenth-century mentions of the Yasa tend to be similarly brief. It was,

however, apparently known that Mongol kings prided themselves on upholding the Yasa. Shāfiʿ ibn
ʿAlī, for instance, mentions in his biography of Qalawun that Abaqa, as ‘the current king of the

Tatars’, is responsible for the Yasa (al-qāʾim bi-asatihi). 83 Writing sometime in the 680s/1280s-

690s/1290s, 84 he does not offer any further explanation, apparently assuming that his audience is
sufficiently familiar with the term. In these relatively early days, reports also appear in Mamluk

historiography stating that Chinggis Khan laid down rules for the Mongols, and that they faithfully
adhere to these and call them the Yasa (al-āsā), as Ibn Wāṣil writes. 85 But, adds the author, who
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wrote his Mufarrij between the years 671-83/1272-85, 86 ‘they do not believe in any law of the

Sharia’ (lā yaʿtaqidūna sharīʿa min al-sharāʾiʿ). 87

From an early moment onwards, then, Mamluk-era authors considered the Yasa to be a

Mongol legal code, instated by Chinggis Khan, or at least a body of written law. It was held to play a

similar role for the Mongols as the Sharia did for Muslims, but was decidedly at odds with the

latter. 88 This was not a purely legal argument, but had strong religious and moral connotations as
well, given the spiritual dimensions of the Sharia. Where Juvaynī, who was after all writing in the

service of the Mongols, emphasised that many aspects of the Yasa were in fact in accordance with
the Sharia, 89 these Mamluk-era authors take care to show the contrary. To a certain extent they

were right. Whether they were part of a ‘Great Yasa’ or simply Mongol custom (yosun), some

Mongol practices and regulations, like the Mongol way of slaughter, their rules regarding running

water, and the practice of sons wedding their fathers’ widows (barring their own mothers), clashed
spectacularly with Islamic rules regarding ritual slaughter, ritual purity, and family law,

respectively. 90 In these seventh/thirteenth-century texts, however, no such rules appear. The Yasa

is a rather abstract phenomenon that is conceived of as having a form and function for the Mongols

that is similar to that of the Sharia for Muslims, yet which is content-wise incompatible with it and

thus the two are contrasted.

The Yasa in eighth/fourteenth-century Mamluk sources

The vision of the Yasa as antagonistic to Sharia becomes increasingly clear in the sources of the

eighth/fourteenth century, and in some cases these texts also contain what they assert are Yasa

rules. Their authors have more information on the Mongols than their predecessors in the early

Mamluk decades – after all, the Mongols had been unknown to the Muslim world before the start of
their conquests. And with the knowledge on the Mongols came (supposed) knowledge on the Yasa.
As in the case of Baybars’ letter to Abaqa, authors in eighth/fourteenth-century Syria and Egypt

clearly envision the Yasa as a set code with which the Mongols were supposed to comply. This is
Gamal el-Din el-Shayyal, ‘Ibn Wāṣil’, in Encyclopaedia of Islam, Second Edition, ed. P. Bearman et al. (Brill Online,
2012), http://dx.doi.org/10.1163/1573-3912_islam_SIM_3408.
87
Ibn Wāṣil, Mufarrij, IV:36.
88
See also Aigle, ‘Le grand jasaq’, 48.
89
Juvaynī, Genghis Khan, 25. For Juvaynī as a source on the Yasa, see Ayalon, ‘The Great Yāsa (Part A)’, 132–40,
and Morgan’s response to that (‘Revisited’, 294–97).
90
Amitai-Preiss, ‘Ghazan, Islam and Mongol Tradition’, 4; Aigle, ‘Le grand jasaq’, 63–70; Aigle, The Mongol Empire,
152–55; Biran, Chinggis Khan, 104–5; Jackson, The Mongols and the Islamic World, 303–10.
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evident, for instance, in Mamluk accounts of Mongols accusing other Mongols of not adhering to ‘the
established Yasa’ (al-yāsā al-muqarrara). 91

The legal code, as these authors clearly see it, is inextricably linked with the person of

Chinggis Khan. Some only mention the Yasa briefly, such as al-Nuwayrī, according to whom

Chinggis Khan’s sons said after his death: ‘We will obey the Yasa (yāsā) of our father Chinggis

Khan.’ 92 This emphasis on the relationship between Chinggis Khan and the Yasa is also found in the
similarly brief mention by al-Yūnīnī, who writes that Hülegü’s general Kitbugha adhered ‘to the
laws of the Yasa (āsa) of Chinggis Khan’. 93

While al-Nuwayrī and al-Yūnīnī, perhaps because of the brevity of their respective

statements, do not explicitly criticise the laws of the Yasa, others do pass judgment, even if they do
not discuss specific regulations. For instance, al-Dhahabī states that

He [Chinggis Khan] laid down laws for them [the Mongols] on which they depend. They
adhered to them and made them incumbent upon themselves to the extent that anyone who
broke any part of it, and thus strayed, must be killed. They believed in him [Chinggis Khan]
and deified him (taʾallahūhu), and they did their utmost to obey him and in adherence to his
Yasa (yāsatihi). 94

In three sentences, al-Dhahabī paints a picture of fanatical adherence to the Yasa, the lawgiver of

which they deify. The latter goes against all tenets of Islam, as discussed above, which implies that
the Yasa itself does too. Like al-Dhahabī, al-Subkī needs only a few words to denounce the Mongol

law. He writes that Chinggis Khan laid down ‘a law that he invented, and a religion he – God curse

him – contrived (ibtadaʿahu), calling it “the Yasa”, and they do not rule except by that.’ 95 The use of

the root B-D-ʿ here, from which also comes the word bidʿa, meaning ‘heretical, religious innovation’,
dispels any possible remaining doubt about the Yasa’s compatibility with Islam in the eyes of alSubkī.

al-Nuwayrī, Nihāyat al-Arab, XXVII:274, in his description of conflict over the reign of Geikhatu. Another example
is al-Ṣafadī’s report of Golden Horde messengers in Tabriz accusing Ghazan of deviating from the Yasa. Ṣalāḥ al-Dīn
Khalīl ibn Aybak al-Ṣafadī, Kitāb al-Wāfī bi-l-Wafayāt, ed. Aḥmad al-Arnāʾūṭ and Turkī Muṣṭafā, vol. XXV (Beirut: Dār
Iḥyāʾ al-Turāth al-ʿArabī, 2000), 120–21.
92
al-Nuwayrī, Nihāyat al-Arab, XXVII:232.
93
Quṭb al-Dīn Mūsā ibn Muḥammad al-Yūnīnī, Dhayl Mirʾāt al-Zamān fī Tārīkh al-Aʿyān, vol. II (Hyderabad: Majlis
Dāʾira al-Maʿārif al-ʿUthmāniyya, 1955), 35; Reuven Amitai, ‘An Arabic Biographical Notice of Kitbughā, the Mongol
General Defeated at ʿAyn Jālūt’, Jerusalem Studies in Arabic and Islam 33 (2007): 226. Al-Yūnīnī also states that ‘the
believers of all religions were equal in his eyes, and this is from the laws of the Yasa’ (translation taken from
Amitai, 226).
94
al-Dhahabī, Tārīkh al-Islām, XIII:20–21. See also al-Dhahabī, Siyar, XXII:228.
95
al-Subkī, Ṭabaqāt, I:330.
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A clear pattern emerges: the Yasa is inextricably connected to Chinggis Khan, who is said to

have been the one to introduce it. In the case of al-Dhahabī and al-Subkī, the Yasa is clearly

connected to the Mongols’ deification of Chinggis Khan or his false prophethood. In the same way
they go too far in their obedience to their leader – the type of obedience reserved for God and his

actual prophet – they overstep in their single-minded observance of Yasa rules. Chinggis Khan and
the Yasa thus perversely occupy the place reserved for, respectively, God/Muhammad and the

Sharia. Ibn Taymiyya made this point even more explicitly. His use of the Yasa in his fatwas directed
against the Ilkhanid Mongols has received ample scholarly attention. The text and context of these

fatwas has been extensively studied by, among others, Aigle, Yahya Michot and Thomas Raff. 96 I will
therefore be quite brief in my discussion of his fatwas, but include them nonetheless on account of
their relevance. Not only were they one of the earlier texts to reflect on the Yasa, Ibn Taymiyya’s

thinking on the topic had a significant Nachleben and can be found in the works of, for instance, Ibn

Kathīr.

Although some authors’ more extensive treatments of the Yasa, in which they gave detailed

information on its introduction and/or its contents, have been discussed by historians in the past,
this is not the case for all relevant Mamluk-era authors. While the pertinent sections of al-ʿUmarī

and the later, ninth/fifteenth-century authors al-Maqrīzī and Ibn ʿArabshāh have received due

attention, the approaches to the Yasa of Ibn Kathīr and of most of the material by al-Ṣafadī have
remained unexamined. 97 The study of the last two not only reveals these authors’ respective
interpretations of the Yasa, but thereby also sheds new light on the source material Mamluk

historians used and the development of historiographical trends in writing about the Yasa. Mamluk
historians were evidently well aware that the Yasa was important to the Mongols. Therefore they
not only found it a relevant topic to discuss, but the Yasa could also be used as a pars pro toto for

Denise Aigle, ‘The Mongol Invasions of Bilād Al-Shām by Ghāzān Khān and Ibn Taymīyah’s Three “Anti-Mongol”
Fatwas’, Mamlūk Studies Review 11, no. 2 (2007): 89–120; Aigle, The Mongol Empire, 283–305; Yahya Michot, ‘Un
Important Témoin de l’histoire et de La Société Mamlūkes à l’époque Des Īlḫāns et de La Fin Des Croisades: Ibn
Taymiyya (Ob. 728/1328)’, in Egypt and Syria in the Fatimid, Ayyubid and Mamluk Eras, ed. U. Vermeulen and D.
De Smet (Leuven: Peeters, 1995), 335–53; Thomas Raff, Remarks on an Anti-Mongol Fatwā by Ibn Taymīya (Leiden:
self-published, 1973). A partial French translation of the second fatwa was published in three installments by
Michot in a longer series entitled ‘Textes spirituels d’Ibn Taymiyya’ (I-XVI), published in the journal Le Musulman
(published by l’Association des Étudiants Islamiques de France) between 1990-1998. The installments XI-XIII
contain the translation of parts of the second fatwa. All installments can be found online on
http://www.muslimphilosophy.com/it/. For an overview of the earlier research, see Aigle, ‘Ibn Taymīyah’s Three
“Anti-Mongol” Fatwas’, 94–96.
97
Amitai-Preiss (‘Ghazan, Islam and Mongol Tradition’, 3–6) discusses the Yasa as mentioned in al-Ṣafadī’s tarjama
of Ghazan, Ayalon (‘The Great Yāsa (Part C2)’, 134–40) the brief mentions in the tarjamas of Aytamish and Ariqtay.
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the Mongols. By criticising Mongol cultural stuff, the Mongols could be effectively othered and the

authors’ own values, culture and religion underscored. And where some used Ilkhanid-Persian
sources, a certain vagueness about its contents persisted – as it does today. That uncertainty

provided extra room to use the Yasa as a way to ridicule, criticise and malign the Mongols.

Ibn Taymiyya: the Yasa in his fatwas against the Mongols

Taqī al-Dīn Aḥmad ibn Taymiyya was a religious scholar from the Ḥanbalī madhhab, and while he

was famous for his spectacular erudition, he was equally – or possibly even more – infamous for his
radicalism and trouble-making. Born in Ḥarrān (in today’s southern Turkey) in 661/1263, his

family fled to Damascus when he was a young boy after his hometown had been razed by Mongol

troops. Quick to harshly condemn everyone and everything he considered to fall short of orthodox
Sunnism, he was tried for his controversial religious statements on no fewer than three occasions,

and landed in prison six times, spending a total of some six years there. 98 He was, however, also one

of the few members of the Damascene elite courageous enough to stay in the city during the Mongol
occupation of 699/1299-1300, and he represented the city to Ghazan. 99 He went out to meet with

the Ilkhanid ruler twice, first during this occupation, and then likely in Ghazan’s 702/1303 invasion
of Syria. 100 For during the winter of 700/1300-1, Ghazan invaded Syria again but left in February

without a battle taking place – poor weather prevented the two sides from meeting. He returned,

On Ibn Taymiyya’s stints in prison, see Donald P. Little, ‘The Historical and Historiographical Significance of the
Detention of Ibn Taymiyya’, International Journal of Middle East Studies 4 (1973): 311–27. The Mongols were not
the only ones condemned by Ibn Taymiyya. He wrote frequently against various groups he considered to have a
corrupting influence on orthodox Islam, such as the Shia, and even in these fatwas several other religious groups
are castigated besides the Mongols. See also Tariq al-Jamil, ‘Ibn Taymiyya and Ibn al-Muṭahhar al-Ḥillī: Shi’i
Polemics and the Struggle for Religious Authority in Medieval Islam’, in Ibn Taymiyya and His Times, ed. Yossef
Rapoport and Shahab Ahmed (Karachi: Oxford University Press, 2010), 229–46. Not only did he fulminate against
Christians, Shia and other religious groups that did not meet his approval, he also denounced secular practices
such as futuwwa – a term hard to translate, but which referred to groups of young men that had chivalric and
militial aspects. Robert Irwin, ‘Futuwwa: Chivalry and Gangsterism in Medieval Cairo’, Muqarnas 21 (2004): 161–
70. For the futuwwa in the work of Ibn Taymiyya, who argued that ‘all sorts of vices might flourish in these
meetings of young men’, see Irwin, 165.
99
Yossef Rapoport and Shahab Ahmed, ‘Ibn Taymiyya and His Times’, in Rapoport and Ahmed, Ibn Taymiyya and
His Times, 3–6; Reuven Amitai, ‘The Mongol Occupation of Damascus in 1300: A Study of Mamluk Loyalties’, in The
Mamluks in Egyptian and Syrian Politics and Society, ed. Michael Winter and Amalia Levanoni (Leiden: Brill, 2004),
21–41; Shams al-Dīn Abī ʿAbd Allāh Muḥammad ibn Aḥmad ibn ʿUthmān al-Dhahabī, ‘Nubdha min Sīra Shaykh alIslām Taqī al-Dīn ibn Taymiyya' (ed. in ‘A New Source for the Biography of Ibn Taymiyya’), ed. Caterina Bori, Bulletin
of the School of Oriental and African Studies 67, no. 3 (2004): 331–38; al-Yūnīnī, Dhayl (ed. Guo), II:108–9, 119
(English translation in Guo, Early Mamluk Syrian Historiography, I:146–48, 157–58).
100
al-Dhahabī, ‘Nubdha’, 334; Caterina Bori, ‘A New Source for the Biography of Ibn Taymiyya’, Bulletin of the
School of Oriental and African Studies 67, no. 3 (2004): 325; Aigle, ‘Ibn Taymīyah’s Three “Anti-Mongol” Fatwas’,
105. For Ibn Taymiyya’s negotiations with the Mongols in 699/1300, see Amitai, ‘The Mongol Occupation’, 29–31,
34.
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again, in 702/1303, when the Ilkhanid troops were defeated by the Mamluks in the battle of Marj
al-Suffār on 2 Ramaḍān 702/20 April 1303. A decade later, in 712/1312, Ghazan’s brother and

successor Öljeitü (r. 704-16/1304-16) invaded Syria again – in what would be the last Ilkhanid

invasion of Mamluk territory – but he was unsuccessful and withdrew before a battle could take
place. 101

It was in this context that Ibn Taymiyya promulgated three fatwas against the Mongols, in

which he depicted the Mongols as rebels (bughāt) against whom the Muslims should be waging

jihad. As a genre, these fatwas are wholly different from the historical and biographical sources I
have so far discussed and will focus on in the rest of this chapter. Yet, as in the case of the

diplomatic letter by Baybars, they are informative. The reason these fatwas were needed in the first
place – and that a jihad against the Mongols was not a matter of course – was Ghazan’s conversion
to Islam. This conversion had caused some confusion and hesitation among al-Nāṣir Muḥammad’s

troops: the soldiers felt that they should not be fighting other Muslims, an issue that al-Nāṣir
Muḥammad mentioned to Ghazan in a letter dating to 28 Muḥarram 701/3 October 1301. 102

Similarly, prior to the invasion of 699/1299-1300, some news circulated in Syria stating that the

inhabitants of Damascus need not worry, seeing as Ghazan was a good Muslim, and so were most of
his troops. 103 The discussion apparently reared its head again in the run-up to the Battle of Marj al-

Suffār: the population questioned the idea of fighting the Muslim Mongols, and Ibn Taymiyya

described them as khawārij, full of sin and tyranny, and argued that they should be fought. 104

Ghazan himself, during the occupation of 699/1300, proffered various religious justifications for his
invasion, accusing the Mamluks of un-Islamic behaviour and portraying himself as a just Muslim
ruler. 105 Aigle has argued that the first and third fatwa were likely issued in this context. The

second, however, is clearly of a later date, as it refers to Öljeitü’s conversion to Shiism in 708 (late
On these conflicts, see Broadbridge, Kingship and Ideology, 73–98.
al-Yūnīnī, Dhayl (ed. Guo), II:243–47 (English translation in Guo, Early Mamluk Syrian Historiography, I:194–98);
Abū Bakr ibn ʿAbd Allāh ibn Aybak Ibn al-Dawādārī, Kanz al-Durar wa-Jāmiʿ al-Ghurar, ed. Hans Robert Roemer, vol.
IX (Cairo: Sāmī al-Khānjī, 1960), 67. On this exchange of letters between al-Nāṣir Muḥammad and Ghazan, see
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103
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al-Dīn Abī ʿAbd Allāh Muḥammad ibn Aḥmad ibn ʿUthmān al-Dhahabī, Tārīkh al-Islām wa-Wafayāt al-Mashāhīr wal-Aʿlām, ed. Bashshār ʿAwwād Maʿrūf, vol. XV (Beirut: Dār al-Gharb al-Islāmī, 2003), 704; Ibn al-Dawādārī, Kanz alDurar, IX:18. See also Amitai, ‘The Mongol Occupation’, 28.
104
Abū al-Fidāʾ Ismaʿīl Ibn Kathīr, Al-Bidāya wa-l-Nihāya, vol. XIV (Beirut and Riyadh: Maktabat al-Maʿārif and
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Historiography, I:139–42), see also Ghazan’s letter to al-Nāṣir Muḥammad (II:212–14; English translation in I:181–
84). See Broadbridge, Kingship and Ideology, 75–77; Aigle, ‘Ibn Taymīyah’s Three “Anti-Mongol” Fatwas’, 106–11;
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1308/early 1309). It was therefore possibly written shortly before the ilkhan’s invasion of

712/1312. 106

Jihad should be waged against the Mongols, according to the Ḥanbalī scholar. Not only do

they have unbelievers from among the Christians and the ‘associators’ in their armies, they also do

not fight apostates as they should. Rather, the interests of the Mongol state (dawlat al-mughūl) take
precedence over those of Islam. 107 The matter of the Yasa was not Ibn Taymiyya’s primary issue

with the Mongols: that was this collaboration with a colourful selection of infidels. 108 However, one

of his other arguments was that the Mongols fail to adhere to all rules of the Sharia. 109

According to Ibn Taymiyya, it is obligatory to fight ‘any group of people who ceases to

adhere to any part of the Sharia (...) until they comply with [all] its rules’. 110 The Ilkhanid failure to

obey Sharia regulations lies in part in the fact that many of them do not perform the ṣalāt or other

religious duties, 111 but they also follow rules laid down by Chinggis Khan rather than the Sharia.
The mufti states:

They hold him to be the greatest messenger of God in glorifying what he prescribed for
them and legislated from his opinion and his preference (bi-ẓannihi wa-hawāhi). They
regard it as lawful to kill whoever transgresses against what he prescribed for them, this
accursed infidel, who is hostile to God and His prophets and messengers, and His believing
servants. 112

Aigle, ‘Ibn Taymīyah’s Three “Anti-Mongol” Fatwas’, 117–18; Aigle, The Mongol Empire, 302–3. For Ibn
Taymiyya’s statement that the Mongol ruler had converted to Shiism, see Majmūʿ Fatāwā, XXVIII:533.
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The Mongols, according to Ibn Taymiyya, give precedence to whatever Chinggis Khan ordered over
the laws of Sharia. 113 And that means that they have to be fought. Given that the Muslims, says Ibn

Taymiyya, are agreed that the Khārijites and the Rawāfiḍ, a pejorative term for the Shia, and others

like them who depart from the Muslim community must be fought, ‘how much more so if they bring

this together with that from the laws of the associators (aḥkām al-mushrikīn) – like the Yasa of

Chinggis Khan, 114 king of the associators – what is among the greatest contradiction to the religion
of Islam’. 115

So while the Ilkhanid Mongols claim to be Muslim, Ibn Taymiyya argues that it is obligatory

to fight them, among others because they do not adhere to the Islamic Sharia but instead follow
Chinggis Khan’s Yasa, ‘his infidel law (sharīʿatihi al-kufriyya)’. Ibn Taymiyya thus presents the

Sharia and the Yasa as diametrically opposed to one another, with the former having been revealed

by God, while the latter stems from the ‘opinion’ and ‘preference’ of a man who is unduly revered as

a prophet. They are comparable in function, but antithetical in content and value. What these fatwas

do not reveal, however, is what Islamic scholars in the Mamluk sultanate thought the Yasa

contained. On that, other genres and scholars, including some of Ibn Taymiyya’s students, shed
some light.

Al-ʿUmarī vs. Ibn Kathīr: one source, two approaches

One of the most famous lists of Yasa rules in the Arabic sources was drawn up, based on Juvaynī’s

history of Chinggis Khan, by al-ʿUmarī and included in the section on the history and the lands of the

Mongols in his encyclopaedia Masālik al-Abṣār fī Mamālik al-Amṣār. Another author who used

Juvaynī’s chapters for the making of a list of Yasa rules, but to whom no attention has been paid in

this respect until now, is the famous historian Ibn Kathīr. He was of the same generation as al-

ʿUmarī, born in Busra around 700/1300. Following the death of his father in 706/1306, he moved

to Damascus to live with his brother, and it was there that he received his education. Early on, he
became a student of Ibn Taymiyya. He was a member of the theologian’s inner circle, his jamāʿa,

and was strongly influenced by him. 116 His most famous work is an extensive history entitled Al-

Ibn Taymiyya, XXVIII:522.
The authoritative (but non-critical) Riyadh edition actually reads kanāʾis (‘churches’), which makes no sense.
This confusing sentence was clarified by Yahya Michot (‘Un Important Témoin’, 345–46), who showed that the
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Bidāya wa-l-Nihāya which runs up to the year 767 AH (1365-6 CE). He died in 774/1373. Al-ʿUmarī

and Ibn Kathīr both state that their information goes back to Juvaynī, but as I will show below, it
was not a Persian original that they used, but rather an Arabic translation. And as they used the

same source, this provides the opportunity to thoroughly compare their respective interpretations

and ideas on the Yasa. I will show that while al-ʿUmarī presents his information in a fairly impartial

manner, Ibn Kathīr censures the Yasa and its rules throughout the pertinent passage, likely due to

the different source contexts in which their texts originated – again underlining the importance of
individual authors’ agency in the construction of images of the Mongols.
One source: an Arabic version of Juvaynī’s Tarīkh-i Jahān’gushā

Ayalon raised the question of the provenance of al-ʿUmarī’s information. While it is evident that he
used Juvaynī as his source – not in the least because he repeatedly says so himself – several

question marks remain. Ayalon points out that al-ʿUmarī’s version is not a translation, nor a ‘good
or balanced summary’ thereof. Moreover, the author included numerous regulations that are not

found in the Persian original, while failing to mention some important information. Ayalon suggests
three possible explanations for this: 1) that Juvaynī’s chronicle has not been handed down to us in

its totality; 2) that al-ʿUmarī was misled by contemporary, Persian-speaking informants who helped
him make sense of Juvaynī’s original; or 3) that he used additional sources without acknowledging
these, and attributed their information to Juvaynī as well. Ayalon considered the second option to

be by far the most likely. 117 An analysis of Ibn Kathīr’s information on Chinggis Khan’s rise to power
and the Yasa, however, suggests option number 4: an Arabic version of (part of) Juvaynī’s work was

circulating in the Mamluk sultanate and used by both al-ʿUmarī and Ibn Kathīr.

When comparing al-ʿUmarī’s account in his Masālik al-Abṣār with that of Ibn Kathīr in Al-

Bidāya wa-l-Nihāya, the similarities are glaring. And like al-ʿUmarī, Ibn Kathīr claims that he derived
his information from Juvaynī. At first glance one might think that Ibn Kathīr simply used al-ʿUmarī

as an intermediary to Juvaynī’s work, or vice versa. A closer look, however, proves that this cannot
be the case. I will first show the relationship between the two texts by giving the story of Chinggis

Khan’s rise to power and the rules of his Yasa, showing its many parallels (see table 3.1), and then

move to a number of textual comparisons.

Radical Hermeneutics: An Analysis of An Introduction to the Foundations of Qur’ānic Exegesis’, in Rapoport and
Ahmed, Ibn Taymiyya and His Times, 152–53.
117
Ayalon, ‘The Great Yāsa (Part A)’, 116–25.
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al-ʿUmarī
Chinggis Khan (CK) as ancestor current Mongol
rulers; lawgiver by means of Yasa (99-100)
Ancestor of CK, Alan Qo’a, got pregnant from
sunrays (100)
Condemnation of story Alan Qo’a (101)
Story of CK’s closeness to, and later betrayal
by, Ong Khan (Unk Khān); CK warned by two
youths (102-105)
More tribes join CK (104-105)

Some of CK’s children became Christians or Jews;
no religious fanaticism. CK had at least some
faith in God (105-106)

Ibn Kathīr
CK as ancestor current Mongol rulers; lawgiver
by means of Yasa (117)
CK’s mother claimed to have gotten pregnant
from sunrays, his father therefore unknown
(117)
Brief version of the story of CK’s closeness to,
and later betrayal by, Ong Khan (Uzbek Khān);
CK warned by two mamluks (118)
More tribes join CK (118)
Description of the Mongol hunt (118)
War with Khwārazm Shāh (118)

After CK’s death, his body was put in an iron
casket and hung between two mountains (118)
CK set rules for everything, all of his own mind His book the Yasa written up and carried on
(106)
camel (118)
Rules recorded in book called The Great Yasa,
CK would repeatedly climb mountain and then
must be taught and obeyed, put in treasury
give Yasa regulations (118)
List of rules, up to slaughtering animals (106- List of rules, up to slaughtering animals (118107)
119)
Rules: fallen baggage; immersing in water (107)
Contrariness of Yasa to Sharia (119)
CK good for all religious communities (107)
Customs (ādabihim) on food, water, etc. (107Customs (ādabihim) on food, water, etc.;
108)
includes choosing from among virgins by khan
(119)
Much info on CK in Juvaynī; CK was associator
and killed many (119)
On cause for conflict with Khwārazm Shāh (119)
On organisation of army (108)
Some more customs, including choosing from
among beautiful girls, as well as some military
things (109-110)
On hunt (110-111)
A selection of stories, that Juvaynī related about
Ögedei, but which Ibn Kathīr presents as being
about CK (119-121)
CK had many sons, four most important (111)
CK urged sons to harmony, against division, by
means of arrow parable (121)
CK urged sons to harmony, against division, by CK had many sons, four most important (121)
means of arrow parable (112)

Table 3.1. Al-ʿUmarī's and Ibn Kathīr's renditions of their respective sections on the Yasa and Chinggis Khan.
Corresponding passages have been marked by colour; unique information is in italics. Page numbers for alʿUmarī indicate the 2003 edition. The corresponding passage in Lech’s edition is found on pages ٢-١٤/92-99.
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The first part, about the run-up to the rise of Chinggis Khan is significantly more elaborate

in al-ʿUmarī than in Ibn Kathīr: some forty lines compared to about a dozen in their respective

editions. Al-ʿUmarī thus includes detail that is lacking from Ibn Kathīr’s version, such as that
Chinggis Khan raised the two youths who informed him of Ong Khan’s plot to the status of

tarkhān 118 – information that he obtained from Juvaynī. 119 Ibn Kathīr, on the other hand, includes a
selection from a large number of stories that Juvaynī related about Ögedei, 120 but which Ibn Kathīr
apparently thought were about Chinggis Khan. They relate various occurrences in dealing with his

subjects during his reign, and are absent in al-ʿUmarī. The information comes from the same section

in which Juvaynī relates his information on Mongol yāsāt and/or customs regarding open water and
slaughter. 121 Both authors, then, include information matched by that in Juvaynī that the other does
not. They therefore must have relied on the same source, rather than on one another.

That this cannot have been a Persian original, whether mediated through any Persian-

speaking intermediaries or not, is clear from the almost identical wording of some of the passages,
such as the section with the first part of the Yasa rules below:

The status of tarkhān exempted the person from taxes and allowed them the freedom to travel. It was used by
the Chinggisids as a reward for loyal support. See for instance Marie Favereau, ‘Tarkhan : A Nomad Institution in an
Islamic Context’, Revue Des Mondes Musulmans et de La Méditerranée (Online) 143 (2018),
http://journals.openedition.org/remmm/10955.
119
al-ʿUmarī, Masālik al-Abṣār, III:104–5 (ed. Lech, Das mongolische Weltreich, ٤–٥/93-94); Juvaynī, Genghis Khan,
37–38. Al-ʿUmarī also has a more elaborate account on Alan Qo’a’s pregnancy than Ibn Kathīr (who also relates
that it was Chinggis Khan’s own mother rather than an ancestor) which appears to derive from Rashīd al-Dīn (see
chapter 2).
120
Juvaynī, Genghis Khan, 207–36. Al-ʿUmarī gives a (significantly different) version of one of those stories, but
names Möngke Khan as the benefactor, and gives his source as al-Fāḍil Niẓām al-Dīn Abū al-Faḍāʿil Yaḥyā ibn alḤakīm al-Ṭayyarī (Masālik al-Abṣār, III:124–25 [ed. Lech, Das mongolische Weltreich, ٢٣-٢٤/106-107]), and ends his
short selection of stories with saying that this shows the extent of generosity in Möngke Khan. On al-Ṭayyarī, a
former employee of the diwān of Abū Saʿīd, see Lech, 36–37.
121
Juvaynī, Genghis Khan, 204–7.
118
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al-ʿUmarī, 106 (ed. Lech: ٨/96)
fa-min dhālika anna man zanā sawāʾun an kāna muḥṣanan aw ghayr muḥṣan qutil, wa-man lāṭa
qutil, wa-man taʿammada al-kidhb qutil, wa-man saḥara qutil, wa-man yatajassasa ʿalā qawm
qutil, wa-man dākhila bayna ithnayn yakhtaṣimāna fa-ʾaʿāna aḥadahumā qutil, wa-man bāla min
al-māʾ qutil, wa-man ʾuʿṭiya biḍāʿa wa-khasira thumma ʾuʿṭiya thaniyatan wa-khasira ilā al-thālitha
qutil, wa-man ʾaṭʿama asīran qawm aw kasāhu aw saqāhu 122 bi-ghayri idhnihim qutil, wa-man
wajada hāriban aw asīran aw ʿabdan wa-la yarudduhu qutil
Ibn Kathīr, 118-119
(thumma dhakara al-juwaynī nutafan min al-yāsā) min dhālika: annahu man zanā qutil, muḥṣanan
kāna aw ghayr muḥṣan, wa-kadhālika man lāṭa qutil, wa-man taʿammada al-kidhb qutil, wa-man
saḥara qutil, wa-man tajassasa qutil, wa-man dakhala bayna ithnayn yakhtaṣimāna fa-ʾaʿāna
aḥadahumā qutil, wa-man bāla fī al-māʾ al-wāqif qutil, wa-man inghamasa fīhi qutil, wa-man
ʾaṭʿama asīran aw saqāhu aw kasāhu bi-ghayri idhn ahlihi qutil, wa-man wajada hāriban wa-lam
yarudduhu qutil
Combined translation
(...) among it is that he who commits adultery is killed, whether he is married or unmarried, and
(similarly [K]) who commits sodomy is killed, and he who lies on purpose is killed, and he who
performs witchcraft is killed, and he who spies (on people [U]) is killed, and he who comes
between two quarrelling people and supports one of them is killed, and he who urinates in
(standing [K]) water will be killed, and he who receives goods and loses them and then is given
goods again and loses them until the third time is killed (U)/and he who immerses in [water] is
killed (K), and he who feeds a prisoner (of the people) or clothes him or gives him to drink
without their permission is killed, and he who encounters an escapee (or a prisoner or a slave
[U]) and does not return him is killed.

Table 3.2. The wording of the first section on the rules of the Yasa by al-ʿUmarī (U) and Ibn Kathīr (K).
Corresponding sentences have been marked by colour.

These paragraphs show that an Arabic original, i.e. an Arabic translation of (part of) Juvaynī’s

Tarīkh-i Jahān’gushā, must have lain at the basis for both. There is only one significant difference in
this passage to be found between the two: the rule found in al-ʿUmarī that he who receives goods
and loses them three times 123 is absent in Ibn Kathīr, who relates that ‘whoever immerses in

[water] is killed’ in its stead (both underlined in table 3.2). This rule is mentioned by al-ʿUmarī a
little further down.

The 2003 Abu Dhabi edition has shakāhu, but Lech (Das mongolische Weltreich, ٨) has saqāhu.
This might reflect a thoroughly distorted interpretation of one of Juvaynī’s stories on Ögedei (Genghis Khan,
209–10).
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123
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Given the nearly identical wording of several passages in Masālik al-Abṣār and Al-Bidāya

wa-l-Nihāya, in combination with the fact that both al-ʿUmarī and Ibn Kathīr include elements from

Juvaynī that the other leaves out, it can be postulated that they share a single source: an Arabic

translation of Juvaynī. Some questions remain, however. Why does this version include rules that

are not found in Tarīkh-i Jahān’gushā? Does this mean that Ayalon’s option 1, that we do not have a

complete version of Juvaynī’s chronicle, is true after all? Or – in a variation on option 2 – did the

translator, whether purposefully or by accident, mislead those using his text? Did he make up rules,
did he misunderstand certain things? That the Arabic translation was at least somewhat altered or

rearranged, is also visible in al-ʿUmarī and Ibn Kathīr’s discussion of Chinggis Khan’s offspring.

Juvaynī’s information in this section of the text lists his most important sons Jochi (Tūshī), Chagatai
(Chaghatāy), Ögedei (Ūktāy), and Tolui (Tūlī), all of whom held a specific office. 124 Al-ʿUmarī,

however, mentions that Chinggis Khan had four sons by his primary wife, prepared for important
duties, and that the eldest of them was ‘Jochi (Tūsh) father (wālid) of Orda (Q-rdū), Batu (Bātuh),
Berke, and Berkecher (Tarakjār)' 125 – information apparently derived from another section in

Juvaynī, where the latter lists the names of seven adult sons of Jochi. 126 The incorporation of this

information in this section of both al-ʿUmarī’s and Ibn Kathīr’s texts, however, suggests that the

translator rearranged it. That was not necessarily helpful, as Ibn Kathīr clearly got confused (or al-

ʿUmarī actually corrected the translation). While saying that Chinggis Khan had four important

sons, he manages to list five, mistaking Jochi’s offspring for Chinggis Khan’s own: Yūsī wa-H-r-yūl

wa-Bātū wa-Barka wa-T-r-kjār, who, he reports, each fulfilled their own duties. 127 The Arabic

translation was clearly rearranged from the Persian original, and possibly confused or confusing
here.

Until more information emerges – or ideally, the Arabic ‘original’ – a definitive answer

regarding the possibility of options 1 and/or 2 existing next to the Arabic translation remains

elusive. Ayalon’s option 3, that al-ʿUmarī used other sources without acknowledging these but still

attributed their information to Juvaynī, can however be ruled out: whether or not this information

was originally in Juvaynī or not, al-ʿUmarī based himself on a text that, to the best of his knowledge,
was a rendering in Arabic of (part of) Juvaynī’s history. Two historians thus used the same Arabic

translation of Juvaynī’s Tarīkh-i Jahān’gushā, which included the Persian’s information on the Yasa

and/or yasāt, as well as numerous rules that are not found in the Persian text as it currently exists.
Juvaynī, 40.
al-ʿUmarī, Masālik al-Abṣār, III:111 (ed. Lech, Das mongolische Weltreich, ١٣/99).
126
Juvaynī, Genghis Khan, 266.
127
Ibn Kathīr, Al-Bidāya wa-l-Nihāya, XIII:121.
124
125
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This text clearly circulated in the Mamluk sultanate, at least in Damascus where both authors were
active.

Two approaches: Al-ʿUmarī’s presentation vs. Ibn Kathīr’s criticism of the Yasa

The existence and circulation of this Arabic translation of Juvaynī’s history of Chinggis Khan in the
Mamluk sultanate is noteworthy in itself, as it suggests a local interest in what it had to say about

Mongol history. Moreover, the fact that al-ʿUmarī and Ibn Kathīr both based themselves on it, allows
for a unique opportunity to see these authors’ individual agency at work. They had the same source
text at their disposal, but exhibit diverging interpretations of its contents, made different choices in

their respective selections, and had different message(s) they wanted their audiences to take away
from it.

First, how do the two historians introduce their respective sections on the Yasa? Both begin

with a general history of the Mongols and their rise to power, propelled, of course, by Chinggis

Khan. Al-ʿUmarī refers to him as the one the Mongols follow, and ‘the lawgiver of the Yasa to them’,

before turning to the story of Alan Qo’a (see chapter 2). 128 Similarly, Ibn Kathīr mentions the Yasa at
the start of this tarjama, when he introduces Chinggis Khan as ‘the one who set down the Yasa (al-

siyāsa 129) for them, by which they make legal decisions and by which they rule’. 130 But where al-

ʿUmarī leaves it at that, Ibn Kathīr continues: ‘Most of it conflicts with the Sharia (sharāʾiʿ) from God

the Exalted and his books. It is something he invented himself, and they [the Mongols] follow him in
this.’ 131 Ruling according to one’s own, human, ideas rather than by God’s ordinances goes against
key notions in Islam – something that is reflected in these sentences.

Back to al-ʿUmarī: several pages follow, in which he relates the story of Chinggis Khan’s

conflict with Ong Khan, before he turns to the Yasa regulations. He appears to regard the existence
of the Yasa as generally known (‘Regarding the Yasa [al-siyāsa], its concerns are many’), but then

proceeds to explain how Chinggis Khan instituted all these rules from his own mind and how they
were drawn up in book called The Great Yasa (al-yāsā al-kabīra). 132 Ibn Kathīr, too, turns to the

history of the rise of the Mongols and Chinggis Khan in general – in a section that is significantly

shorter than the corresponding passage in al-ʿUmarī. When Ibn Kathīr later turns to the list of rules
al-ʿUmarī, Masālik al-Abṣār, III:99 (ed. Lech, Das mongolische Weltreich, ٢/92).
The term siyāsa is found on other occasions as well in the meaning of Yasa. See Ayalon, ‘The Great Yāsa (Part
C2)’, 116–19.
130
Ibn Kathīr, Al-Bidāya wa-l-Nihāya, XIII:117.
131
Ibn Kathīr, XIII:117.
132
al-ʿUmarī, Masālik al-Abṣār, III:106 (ed. Lech, Das mongolische Weltreich, ٧-٨/95).
128
129
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itself, he simply and briefly states: ‘Regarding his book the Yasa (wa-amma kitābuhu al-yāsā)’ –

showing, incidentally, that he expected his readers to be familiar with both the Yasa itself, its link to
Chinggis Khan, and the notion that it was a book. 133

In what follows, that same understanding of the Yasa as un-Islamic is immediately evident.

Here it becomes unmistakable that Ibn Kathīr has a different intention in presenting this

information on the Yasa than al-ʿUmarī does. Where al-ʿUmarī, after his initial mention of the Yasa,

states that ‘to it belongs what agrees (yuwāfiqa) with the Muḥammadan Sharia’, 134 Ibn Kathīr takes
another approach. He seizes every opportunity to defame the Yasa: even its physical appearance is
derided. Following his initial introduction he states: ‘It is written in two volumes in crude writing
(bi-khaṭṭ ghalīẓ) and carried on a camel among them.’ 135 Al-ʿUmarī, following Juvaynī, describes

how Chinggis Khan’s intelligence did not even require that he take recourse to the histories of
previous kings or books, but that he came up with the rules ‘from the power of his mind and

perception’. 136 Nowhere does he explicitly judge that as being against Sharia. Where Ibn Kathīr

initially writes something similar, albeit with said condemnation, he also offers another explanation

for the origin of the Yasa rules:

One of them [the Mongols] said that he [Chinggis Khan] would climb a mountain and come
down and climb up and come down several times until he became fatigued and fell down
unconscious and he would order whomever was with him to write what came upon his
tongue at that moment. And if this is so, it is clear that Satan was speaking with his
tongue. 137

It is unclear who exactly his source is, who the Mongol was that gave him this information. But he

clearly departs from Juvaynī’s account of Chinggis Khan’s intelligence lying at the basis of the Yasa.

Instead, he chooses to describe Chinggis Khan as attempting to receive revelations in one form or

another by pushing himself to his physical limit – clearly not the way a prophet would receive God’s

word – and adding that if he did indeed receive any such revelation, it was clearly of Satanic

provenance rather than divine. As in al-Subkī’s account of the rise of Chinggis Khan, the Mongol
Ibn Kathīr, Al-Bidāya wa-l-Nihāya, XIII:118.
al-ʿUmarī, Masālik al-Abṣār, III:106 (ed. Lech, Das mongolische Weltreich, ٧/95). This is clearly based on Juvaynī,
Genghis Khan, 25.
135
Ibn Kathīr, Al-Bidāya wa-l-Nihāya, XIII:118.
136
al-ʿUmarī, Masālik al-Abṣār, III:106 (ed. Lech, Das mongolische Weltreich, ٨/95). See also Juvaynī, Genghis Khan,
23–25.
137
Ibn Kathīr, Al-Bidāya wa-l-Nihāya, XIII:118.
133
134
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conqueror is pretending or attempting to be a prophet. 138 The law this false prophet came with, the

Yasa, is thus portrayed as contrary to God’s laws, i.e. the Sharia.

Ibn Kathīr reiterates this denunciation of the Yasa as contrary to Islamic law in the next

paragraph. He and al-ʿUmarī both list a number of the Yasa regulations (see table 3.2 above), but

following the rule on returning an escapee, Ibn Kathīr inserts three extra rules that al-ʿUmarī lists

under ‘their customs’ before turning to the rules on animal slaughter. Both authors report that the
Mongols do not slaughter animals by cutting the throat, but rather by splitting the chest and

crushing or taking out the heart, and that he who slaughters an animal in the Muslim manner ‘is

slaughtered like it’. 139 At this point, al-ʿUmarī simply continues to the next rule, while Ibn Kathīr
writes the following:

And in all of this is contrariness to the Sharia (sharāʾiʿ) of God, sent down to his worshippers
the prophets, on them prayer and peace. Whoever leaves the perfect Sharia revealed (alsharʿ al-muḥkam al-munzal) to Muhammad ibn ʿAbdallah, the seal of the prophets, and seek
judgement according to something else of the abrogated rules (al-sharāʾiʿ al-mansūkha) is
an infidel (kafara). And how much worse is that with whomever seeks judgement by the
Yasa (al-yāsā) and precedes it over it [the Sharia]! Whoever does this is an infidel according
to the consensus of the Muslims (bi-ijmāʿ al-muslimīn). 140

Ibn Kathīr then refers to two verses from the Quran, Q 5:50 and Q 4:65, to punctuate his
statement. 141

Elsewhere, he links Q 5:50 to the Yasa as well. As mentioned above, Ibn Kathīr was a student

of Ibn Taymiyya, and consequently was very familiar with his work. Not only does he frequently

mention him in his historical work Al-Bidāya wa-l-Nihāya, he was also strongly influenced by the

Cf. al-Subkī, Ṭabaqāt, I:333. Al-Subkī’s story appears to be loosely based on Ibn Kathīr, as a contraction of this
report on the Yasa revelations (not from Juvaynī) and that of a follower going up the mountain and hearing
someone say ‘We have made Chinggis Khan and his offspring king on the face of the earth’ (based on Juvaynī, but
not correctly). See Juvaynī, Genghis Khan, 39.
139
al-ʿUmarī, Masālik al-Abṣār, III:107 (ed. Lech, Das mongolische Weltreich, ٨-٩/96); Ibn Kathīr, Al-Bidāya wa-lNihāya, XIII:119. Cf. Juvaynī, Genghis Khan, 206–7. Juvaynī does not ascribe this rule to Chinggis Khan, but rather to
a yasa of Chaghatai. See Ayalon, ‘The Great Yāsa (Part A)’, 118–21. Aigle (The Mongol Empire, 154–55) has argued
that it is unlikely these rules were enforced on Muslims; likely they were directed at the Mongols themselves. For
the Mongol method of slaughtering, see Timothy May, ‘Spitting Blood: Medieval Mongol Medical Practices’, in
Wounds and Wound Repair in Medieval Culture, ed. Larissa Tracy and Kelly DeVries (Leiden: Brill, 2015), 180; Aigle,
The Mongol Empire, 119–20, 154.
140
Ibn Kathīr, Al-Bidāya wa-l-Nihāya, XIII:119.
141
Q 4:65: ‘By your Lord, they will not be true believers until they let you decide between them in all matters of
dispute, and find no resistance in their souls to your decisions, accepting them totally.’ Translation: Abdel Haleem.
Q 5:50 is discussed below.
138

139

controversial theologian. 142 This is evident when looking at Ibn Kathīr’s explanation of Q 5:50 in his

Tafsīr al-Qurʾān al-ʿAẓīm. Q 5:50 reads: ‘Do they want judgement according to the time of pagan

ignorance (jāhiliyya)? Is there any better judge than God for those of firm faith?’ 143 In this verse, Ibn

Kathīr states, God criticises those who deviate from His law and instead turn towards ‘opinions,

desires and customs that were made by man, without support in God’s Sharia’. 144 Ibn Kathīr’s prime
example for this – after, of course, briefly mentioning the Jāhiliyya period the verse itself refers to –
is the Mongol Yasa. He explains:

Like how the Tatars (al-tatār) rule by the royal rules they received from their king Chinggis
Khan, who laid down the Yasa (al-yasāq) for them. That is a book containing a collection of
laws that he adopted from various laws (sharāʾiʿ), from Judaism and Christianity and the
Islamic faith, and in it are many laws that he took from merely his own view and desire.
Among his offspring it became observed law (sharʿan mutabbaʿan), who prefer it to the law
from the Book of God and the sunna of His Prophet (saws). Whoever among them does this
is an infidel who must be fought until he returns to the law of God and His Prophet (saws)
and he does not rule by anything else, be it a small or big issue. 145

Here Ibn Taymiyya’s fatwas on fighting the Mongols, discussed above, appear. Like him, Ibn Kathīr

considered the alleged Mongol reliance on the Yasa blasphemous and a cause for waging jihad

against them. The story about the Satanic revelations is not repeated here, but Ibn Kathīr rather

describes the Yasa rules as being taken at will from various existing law codes and – arguably worse

– invented by him personally, ‘from merely his own view and desire’. Again, Ibn Kathīr is presenting

the Yasa as the polar opposite of the divinely ordained Islamic Sharia.

Not only does Ibn Kathīr emphasise this opposition time and again, he also aims to enhance

the importance of the Yasa among the Mongols. As shown above, he adds external information on

the purported provenance of the regulations and reflects on it in the text. He thus tries to assign a

bigger role to the Yasa than is the case in Juvaynī’s original or in al-ʿUmarī’s version. This also
becomes evident in one of the stories that Juvaynī included on Ögedei, but which Ibn Kathīr

erroneously interpreted as concerning Chinggis Khan – at this point it is impossible to say whether
the Arabic translator of Juvaynī or Ibn Kathīr himself should be held responsible for that. The

Henri Laoust, ‘Ibn Kaṯīr historien’, Arabica 2 (1955): 74; Laoust, ‘Ibn Kat̲h̲īr’.
Translation: Abdel Haleem.
144
Abū al-Fidāʾ Ismaʿīl Ibn Kathīr, Tafsīr al-Qurʾān al-ʿAẓīm, ed. Sāmī bin Muḥammad al-Salāma, vol. III (Riyadh: Dār
Ṭayba li-l-Nashr wa-l-Tawzīʿ, 1999), 131.
145
Ibn Kathīr, III:131. Ibn Taymiyya himself does not mention the Mongols and/or the Yasa in his commentary on Q
4:65 and Q 5:50, so Ibn Kathīr is building on the former’s fatwas here.
142
143
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anecdote as related by Juvaynī in brief: Ögedei ordered three criminals to be executed, when a

woman started crying because the men were her husband, son, and brother. The story ends with
Ögedei releasing all three, and all is well that ends well. Ibn Kathīr gives a somewhat abridged

version of the story, the contents of which are the same, but introduces it somewhat differently –

and his change is significant. He writes: ‘He [Chinggis Khan] ordered to kill three [men]. The Yasa

had already judged to kill them (qad qaḍat al-yāsā bi-qatlihim).’ 146 It is possible that the translator

inserted this phrase, but given Ibn Kathīr’s strong focus on the Yasa and its faults throughout his

biography of Chinggis Khan, in contrast to al-ʿUmarī, who was using the same source and does not

do that, I suspect it is – again – Ibn Kathīr whom we are hearing here. He raises the Yasa to a level of
centrality that it in all likelihood did not have in the Arabic translation of Juvaynī’s original, a

manoeuvre that exacerbates and emphasises the Mongols’ aberration of adhering to the Yasa.

This focus on the Yasa and its repeated denunciation is also clear from the fact that Ibn

Kathīr is not particularly interested in the military and/or hunting aspects of the Yasa, which al-

ʿUmarī – like Juvaynī – does pay ample attention to. Rather, he focuses on the crimes mentioned and
their punishment, as well as on the Mongol customs that would have appeared alien to him. There
too, following his mention of the supposed Mongol custom that they do not wash their clothes, he
stresses that the ʿulamāʾ did not class any of the aforementioned forbidden things as crimes,

meaning that their prohibition goes against the Sharia. 147 Nearly a century later, al-Maqrīzī would

use a very similar approach, ignoring much of the material on hunting, the regulation of the army,
and so on. After all, as Ayalon pointed out, it served no purpose to him, as he was focused on

proving the Yasa’s un-Islamicness. 148 Ibn Kathīr pays more attention to these topics than al-Maqrīzī
does, but decidedly less than al-ʿUmarī and, therefore, the Arabic translation of Juvaynī that they
both based themselves on must have done.

Al-ʿUmarī and Ibn Kathīr used the same source on the Yasa and the rise to power of Chinggis

Khan, but where al-ʿUmarī is not polemical and appears to be mostly informative and generally

interested, Ibn Kathīr is preoccupied with showing just how much the Yasa is opposed to the Sharia.
Ibn Kathīr, Al-Bidāya wa-l-Nihāya, XIII:120. See also al-Subkī, Ṭabaqāt, I:331, who relates two of these stories as
being about Chinggis Khan and also mentions the Yasa condemning them, most likely basing himself on Ibn Kathīr
(see note 138 above) although he contextualises it as a sign of Chinggis Khan’s intelligence and generosity (see also
Biran, Chinggis Khan, 110–11).
147
Ibn Kathīr, Al-Bidāya wa-l-Nihāya, XIII:119. On the washing of clothes, see also the report of al-Ẓāhir Baybars’
messengers to Berke Khan as related by Ibn ʿAbd al-Ẓāhir. They described the rules they had to adhere to while
visiting the khan of the Golden Horde at his ordu (camp), which included not washing clothes in the ordu, and to
not step on the threshold of the tent, which is also mentioned among the Mongol customs by al-ʿUmarī and Ibn
Kathīr. Ibn ʿAbd al-Ẓāhir, Al-Rawḍ al-Zāhir, 215–16. See also Broadbridge, Kingship and Ideology, 24–25.
148
Ayalon, ‘The Great Yāsa (Part A)’, 106–8.
146
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In his text Chinggis Khan is again portrayed as a false prophet, reportedly faking revelations (or

receiving them from Satan instead). So why this discrepancy? Both were writing after the descent

into chaos of the Ilkhanate. Al-ʿUmarī mentions this himself, 149 and although we have no exact date

for Al-Bidāya wa-l-Nihāya, it is known that Ibn Kathīr was writing about the events of 738 AH

(1337-8 CE) in 758 AH (1356-7 CE) 150 – it would seem unlikely that he was writing about the

events of 736 AH (1335 CE), the year of the death of ilkhan Abū Saʿīd (r. 716-36/1316-35) and the
outbreak of a succession struggle, long before that. It cannot have been the context of the cold war

between the Mamluk sultanate and the Ilkhanate that triggered Ibn Kathīr’s expression of grievance
against the Yasa. At this time, there is no apparent cause or reason for Ibn Kathīr’s departure from

the Arabic translation of Juvaynī’s original. The likely explanation, therefore, is that of context, and
perhaps genre. Al-ʿUmarī’s passage exists in a broader context of historical and geographical

information on the various Mongol khanates, for which he also used other sources from within the
Ilkhanate, including personal informants such as al-Fāḍil Niẓām al-Dīn Abu al-Faḍāʾil Yaḥyā ibn al-

Ḥakīm al-Ṭayyārī. With this as his source material, he may have received an altogether more

friendly and/or balanced picture of the Mongol khanates. And as Ayalon states, when contrasting

al-ʿUmarī to al-Maqrīzī, the former did not have any thesis of his own to prove. 151 While Ibn Kathīr
does not have such an overt purpose with his text as al-Maqrīzī, but in his case it might also be the

context of his source material, this time in the shape of his teacher Ibn Taymiyya, which influenced
his presentation of the Yasa rules in his history. Ibn Taymiyya had, as discussed above, very strong

opinions about the Yasa and the Mongols who used it, which clearly rubbed off on his pupil. Now,
al-ʿUmarī was also among the students of Ibn Taymiyya, but perhaps the influence of the
controversial Ḥanbalī scholar was mitigated by al-ʿUmarī’s Ilkhanid sources while it was

accentuated in Ibn Kathīr’s thinking, who was one of Ibn Taymiyya’s most loyal supporters. 152

Al-Ṣafadī: ridicule and contrast

Another author who discusses the Yasa elaborately is al-Ṣafadī, in his tarjama of Chinggis Khan in

which he relates a story about the early days of his rule. Ayalon states that al-Ṣafadī’s knowledge of
Mongol history and the Yasa was ‘very deficient’ and ‘utterly fantastic’. 153 That is quite right, but it

makes his story all the more interesting, for it shows how he is employing the perpetual fog of
al-ʿUmarī, Masālik al-Abṣār, III:227 (ed. Lech, Das mongolische Weltreich, ١١٤/167).
Laoust, ‘Ibn Kaṯīr’, 64.
151
Ayalon, ‘The Great Yāsa (Part A)’, 117.
152
al-Jamil, ‘Ibn Taymiyya’, 32–33.
153
Ayalon, ‘The Great Yāsa (Part C2)’, 140–41.
149
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uncertainty that surrounded the Yasa. After relating the death of Qubilai in 704 AH (1304-5 CE,

which is incorrect – Qubilai died in 1294 CE), the author turns back in time, to before the rise of

Chinggis Khan. According to al-Ṣafadī, the Mongols were terrorised by the Khwārazm Shāh, leaving
them suffering and in poverty. Chinggis Khan then said:

If you make me king and stick by me in obedience and follow the Yasa (yasaq) that I make a
law (shirʿatan) for you and a path (minhājan) for you to follow and pledge to keep it in force
forever (abad al-dahr), I will repel the Khwārazm Shah from you. 154

‘So’, al-Ṣafadī says, ‘they stuck by him.’ This quotation shows various ideas about the Yasa: it was a
law code, instated by Chinggis Khan, that the Mongols were obliged to adhere to eternally.

One of the first rules Chinggis Khan introduced, according to the biographer, was one

intended to help the Mongols defeat the Khwārazm Shah. In order to make sure that there were

enough people to actually do so, as mentioned above, he imposed the rule that ‘anyone who loves a
woman, whether she is a virgin or not (bintan kānit aw ghayraha), they are not forbidden to marry,

even if he is a garbage man and she is the daughter of a king.’ 155 The result was overwhelming. Even
though they had requested a twenty-year truce from the Khwārazm Shāh in order to have enough
time to work on their numbers, ‘before the twenty years were up, they were innumerable and

uncountable’. 156 But while this was clearly a clever move by Chinggis Khan, the Mongols achieved

this in a way that is contrary to the Sharia: the rule goes against various aspects of Islamic marriage

law. Different madhhabs have different interpretations of the exact rules, but according to most

Sunni madhhabs a woman requires a walī, a legal guardian, usually her father, to get married. He

arranges the marriage for her, and needs to give permission for the marriage. If he does not, the

marriage is not valid. One requirement which a walī might take in consideration for a marriage, is
the doctrine of kafāʾa: the man must be the woman’s equal in religion and social status.

Additionally, according to some madhhabs, the walī has more rights in marrying off a virgin in his
care than in the case of a widow or divorcee. 157 This Yasa rule, as presented by al-Ṣafadī, thus

flaunts various rules with regard to marriage in Islamic law: the walī has no say in the proceedings,
whether his charge is a virgin or not, and equality in social status between women and men is not
required.

al-Ṣafadī, Kitāb al-Wāfī, XI:153.
al-Ṣafadī, XI:153.
156
al-Ṣafadī, XI:153.
157
Al-Ṣafadī himself, at least according to al-Subkī, was a Shāfiʿī (Rosenthal, ‘Al-Ṣafadī’), a madhhab that indeed
requires the presence of a walī and gives him more powers in case of a virginal bride.
154
155
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Al-Ṣafadī relates another intriguing Yasa rule:
Among what [Chinggis Khan] decreed was that he who has a nosebleed (raʿafa) while eating
is killed, whoever he is. And he decreed for them that anyone who does not carry out the
rule of the Yasa (yasaq) and adhere to it is also killed. He wanted to annihilate the elders
among them [the Mongols] because he knew that they had been seized by envy of him, and
they made light of him. [Yet,] he left them [to their own devices]. Then one day, while they
were having a meal, he gave himself a nosebleed (raʿʿafa nafsahu), but no one dared to carry
out the rule of the Yasa on him, out of awe for him and his tyranny. So they let him be and
did not demand of him what he had decreed and they were afraid of him in this. So he let
them be for a few days and gathered their commanders and amirs and said: ‘Why did you
not carry out the rule of the Yasa on me? I had a nosebleed while eating among you.’ They
said: ‘We did not dare do it.’ So he said: ‘You did not carry out the Yasa nor adhere to its
order. So it is necessary to kill you.’ So he killed them all together, and he was relieved of
those elders. 158

First, the story illustrates Chinggis Khan’s slyness: he is using this specific Yasa ordination to

manipulate events to his own advantage. He needs to get rid of the elders, and assuming that they

will never dare touch him, he breaks his own rule. The Chinggis Khan in the story uses the elders’
reluctance to execute him in order to have an excuse to have them killed instead, quite a cunning

plan indeed. However, the function of the anecdote goes further than just a depiction of the Mongol

leader’s slyness. Al-Ṣafadī also ridicules the Yasa itself by introducing this silly law: why on earth
should one be killed for having a nosebleed at dinner? The whole thing has more than a tinge of
arbitrariness, thus contrasting it to the just, divine law of Islam. 159

That al-Ṣafadī considered the Yasa as oppositional to Islam and Islamic culture is also clear

from a remark he makes in his tarjama of Ghazan. Apparently basing himself on information he

received from al-ʿUmarī, 160 he relates that the ilkhan spoke not only Mongolian and Turkish, but

also Persian, although he only spoke that with Rashīd al-Dīn. Moreover, he understood ‘most of the
Arabic spoken in front of him, but he did not let on that he understood it, out of pride in the firmly
rooted Chinggis-Khanian and pure Mongol Yasa (yāsāq)’. 161 Apparently, according to al-Ṣafadī,

al-Ṣafadī, Kitāb al-Wāfī, XI:153.
There might be an implicit taboo addressed here, but barring the general taboo on blood I have not been able
to identify anything of the sort.
160
He mentions al-ʿUmarī as his source in the previous paragraph. See also Amitai-Preiss, ‘Ghazan, Islam and
Mongol Tradition’, 3 n. 16. On al-Ṣafadī’s use of al-ʿUmarī (as a predominantly oral source – they were colleagues),
see Little, ‘Al-Ṣafadī’, 203–4.
161
The 1999, Germany-based edition reads taʿāẓuman ʿalā mā sāra fī al-jinkizkhāniyya al-muʿriqa wa-l-mughūliyya
al-khāliṣa (Ṣalāḥ al-Dīn Khalīl ibn Aybak al-Ṣafadī, Kitāb al-Wāfī bi-l-Wafayāt, ed. Muḥammad al-Ḥujayrī, vol. XXV
[Beirut: in Kommission bei ‘das Arabische Buch’ Berlin, 1999], 226), while the 2000 Beirut edition reads taʿāẓuman
158
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Ghazan regarded the use of Arabic as contradictory to the Yasa. 162 In his discussion of this source,

Amitai regards this as one of the various pieces of evidence that show that Ghazan was very

committed to the Yasa, and that his newly found religious conviction was quite subordinate to
that. 163 I think we can also read this sentence from another perspective: whatever Ghazan’s

dedication to the Yasa (or his idea thereof) may have been – he clearly had that reputation, in any
case – the question of language does not appear to have been an essential element of it in Mongol

tradition. After all, the Golden Horde had rapidly switched to Turkish as their primary

administrative language, 164 and the Mongols of the Yuan dynasty did not hesitate to learn

Chinese. 165 It therefore appears that al-Ṣafadī is again, subtly, juxtaposing the Yasa and Islam, with
Arabic obviously functioning as the language of Islam.

This contrast is also shown in Ghazan’s marriage to his father’s widow, ‘in accordance to the

Yasa (yāsā) of the Mongols in this’, which is forbidden in Islam. Having married his deceased

father’s wives on his accession to the throne, he was particularly fond of his father’s senior wife
Bulughan Khātūn. Upon his conversion to Islam, however, it was pointed out to him that this

marriage was illegal according to Sharia, and would have to be disbanded. With Ghazan on the cusp
of apostasy, a solution was found in a clever fatwa, ordaining that his father’s marriage had been an

infidel one and therefore invalid. The person who gave this fatwa received some criticism for this,

but defended himself by saying that it was better than Ghazan apostatising and harbouring

animosity against Islam and its people. 166 While al-Ṣafadī does not offer judgement on this episode,

the incompatibility of this actual Mongol custom, 167 depicted here as being part of the Yasa, with the
Sharia is evident.

ʿalā mā yunāfī fī al-jinkizkhāniyya al-muʿriqa wa-l-mughūliyya al-khāliṣa (al-Ṣafadī, Kitāb al-Wāfī, XXV:120). Both
are clearly wrong, and should read – as Amitai-Preiss (‘Ghazan, Islam and Mongol Tradition’, 3) gives it, based on
various manuscripts – taʿāẓuman ʿalā yāsāq fī al-jinkizkhāniyya al-muʿriqa wa-l-mughūliyya al-khāliṣa.
162
Amitai (‘Ghazan, Islam and Mongol Tradition’, 5) considers the taʿaẓuman as relating to both Persian and Arabic,
but given the amount of information in between the mention of Persian and the mafʿūl muṭlaq, it seems more
likely that it refers to the Arabic only.
163
Amitai-Preiss, 5. For Ghazan’s continued observation of shamanistic practice, see also Broadbridge, Kingship
and Ideology, 66–67.
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Jackson, The Mongols and the Islamic World, 394.
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Jackson, 287.
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al-Ṣafadī, Kitāb al-Wāfī, XXV:122–23; Amitai-Preiss, ‘Ghazan, Islam and Mongol Tradition’, 2–4. See also Aigle,
‘Le grand jasaq’, 38; Aigle, The Mongol Empire, 136–37, although she has a different interpretation of the date of
the marriage. On Ghazan’s conversion, see Charles Melville, ‘Pādshāh-i Islām: The Conversion of Sultan Maḥmūd
Ghāzān Khān’, Pembroke Papers 1 (1990): 159–77.
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On the levirate in Mongol culture, see for instance Alice Sárközi, ‘Levirate among the Mongols’, in Kinship in the
Altaic World. Proceedings of the 48th Permanent International Altaistic Conference, Moscow 10-15 July, 2005, ed.
Elena V. Boikova and Rostislav B. Rybakov (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz Verlag, 2006), 259–67.
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Al-Ṣafadī’s message about the Yasa is clear: the legal code, laid down by Chinggis Khan, is

not only in spectacular disagreement with the Sharia, it also contains completely ludicrous rules

that the cunning Mongol conqueror manipulated to his own benefit. Contrary to al-ʿUmarī and Ibn
Kathīr, al-Ṣafadī did not use a text that was considered authoritative, such as Juvaynī’s, for his

discussion of Yasa rules – at least not in his tarjama of Chinggis Khan. 168 The fact that his

information on the Yasa is at times ‘utterly fantastic’ – to quote Ayalon – provides all the more

insight into how the Yasa was perceived and presented, at least by some, in the Mamluk sultanate.

Whether al-Ṣafadī had a source of which he makes no mention, or whether he made up the story

himself, it shows that there was a frame of reference present in Mamluk Egypt and Syria in which
the Yasa was not only a familiar concept, but could be ridiculed in addition to being contrasted to

the Sharia. With the Syrians and Egyptians well aware of the Mongols’ own pride in their concept of

the Yasa – whatever it may have been in reality –, it served as an extension of them, and so did their
great ancestor Chinggis Khan. In effect, al-Ṣafadī was ridiculing the Mongols themselves by painting
a caricature of the Yasa and its maker. Apart from ridicule, however, al-Ṣafadī’s text shows the by

now familiar opposition to the Sharia, as well as emphasising the obedience of the Mongols, who

pledged ‘to keep it in force forever’. In his text, Chinggis Khan is not presented as a false prophet as
he is elsewhere, but the law he instated does function as the antithesis of divine law.

The Yasa in later texts

Later authors of the Mamluk period, those who did not witness the days of the conflict with the

Ilkhanids but rather the conquests by the Turco-Mongol conqueror Timur Lenk, based themselves

on the tradition of writing about the Yasa that was developed in the seventh/thirteenth and

eighth/fourteenth centuries. Al-Maqrīzi’s section on the Yasa, 169 copied from al-ʿUmarī and used to
criticise what the author considered to be a problem in ninth/fifteenth-century Mamluk society,

describes how Chinggis Khan made rules and punishments and recorded them in a book. ‘When he

Al-Ṣafadī also relates, in his tarjama of Ariqtay, vicegerent in Egypt and Aleppo, that Ariqtay and his ‘brother’
(whether that is by blood or not remains somewhat unclear) Awtamish (more commonly known as Aytamish) not
only spoke Turkish and Kipchaki, but that ‘they would be consulted on the Yasa (al-yāsa) [used] among the Turks’
(al-Ṣafadī, Kitāb al-Wāfī, VIII:233). On Aytamish himself, al-Ṣafadī states that he would judge the members of the
khāṣṣakiyya by the ‘yāsa and the yasaq’ (Ayalon, ‘The Great Yāsa [Part C2]’, 134–35 – he used a manuscript here
that I did not have access to; neither the 1974 Wiesbaden edition nor the 2000 Beirut edition include this
information on Aytamish in their respective volumes IX). Ayalon (134–40) has pointed out that al-Ṣafadī is the only
author to ever mention this, and has argued that al-Ṣafadī’s general ideas on the Yasa – see also my analysis above
– do not necessarily make the biographer a very trustworthy source on the matter. On Aytamish, see Little, ‘Notes
on Aitamiš’; Amitai, ‘Mamluks of Mongol Origin’, 124–25.
169
Taqī al-Dīn ʾAḥmad ibn ʿAlī al-Maqrīzī, Al-Mawāʿiẓ wa-l-Iʿtibār bi-Dhikr al-Khiṭaṭ wa-l-ʾĀthār, ed. Muḥammad
Zaynuhum and Madīḥa al-Sharqāwī, vol. III (Cairo: Maktabat Madbūlī, 1998), 82–87.
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finished laying it down, he wrote it on steel plates and made it into law (sharīʿa) for his people, and

they adhered to it after that, until God eradicates them.’ 170 He then proceeds to list the rules found
in al-ʿUmarī, albeit somewhat altered: he explicitly connects the individual Yasa rules to Chinggis

Khan, as well as subtly but significantly altering some of the contents of the rules, in order for them

to appear more un-Islamic. Al-Maqrīzī was thus using the image of the Yasa as un-Islamic in order
to further his own objective, building on an existing tradition. 171

Another later Mamluk author who used the idea of a written Mongol Yasa in his work was

Ibn ʿArabshāh (791-854/1392-1450). Having been taken captive as a boy during Timur’s

occupation of Damascus in 803/1401, he had a bone to pick with Timur Lenk in particular. 172 Like

some of his predecessors, he included a list of Yasa regulations in his 852/1448 collection of animal
fables, Fākihat al-Khulafāʾ wa-Mufākahāt al-Ẓurafāʾ (Fruits of the Caliphs and Jokes of the Witty) as
has been described by Robert Irwin. 173 Referring to it as being called the tūra in Mongolian (from

Turkish töre), Ibn ʿArabshāh describes it as a code with Chinggis Khan’s regulations being written

down on scrolls. 174 The contents of these rules vary wildly, from criminal law practices – thieves are
crucified, adulterers strangled, all on the basis of a single witness’ testimony – to marriage and

divorce regulations: the male relatives of the husband have a right to his wife, ‘they rotate her

group after group’, take her mahr (dower), and there is no ʿidda-period (abstention from sexual
relations) for divorcees and widows. 175

As Irwin points out, Ibn ʿArabshāh did not intend to provide an orderly and complete

overview of Mongol law, but rather wished to oppose it to the Sharia. Irwin might be putting a little
too much stock in Ibn ʿArabshāh’s information when he suggests that these rules are more likely a
reflection of pre-existing Mongol custom rather than law. 176 Several of the rules are truly

outlandish: there is a perplexing bit in which he discusses the payment of blood-money for a louse,

al-Maqrīzī, III:83.
Ayalon, ‘The Great Yāsa (Part A)’, 107–8, 114.
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which may well have a similar function of ridicule as previously seen in al-Ṣafadī’s story of the

nosebleed. Moreover, many of the rules form an exact photonegative of key Sharia aspects. And in

case he had not satisfactorily hammered the message home, Ibn ʿArabshāh states that ‘when he

[Chinggis Khan] was done arranging these accursed rules, coming with them in opposition to the

blessed Sharia (...) they were written down’. 177 While some of these ‘rules’ might indeed go back to

Mongol custom – prostrating oneself for the ruler sounds within the realm of possibility 178 –, for the
most part they should really not be taken as such unless there is other, external evidence for that.

One such possibility is brought forward by Aigle, who argues that Ibn ʿArabshāh’s criticism of the
Mongol use of witnesses – also contrary to Sharia regulations – reflects the Timurid yarghū, the

investigative court. 179 Fākihat al-Khulafāʾ may thus reflect contemporary tensions between yarghū
practices and Sharia law. After all, it agrees nicely with Ibn ʿArabshāh’s overall purpose of

contrasting the Mongol rules to the Sharia, which arguably would work even better if it echoed
contemporary issues.

Criticising the yarghū is not Ibn ʿArabshāh’s main purpose though: that was to malign the

Yasa (or tūra) by contrasting it to the Sharia, and by extension showing that Timur Lenk, whom he

abhorred, as well as the conqueror’s predecessors were enemies of Islam. If he is thereby

challenging some contemporary legal practices that he disagrees with, that is just as well, but that
the underlining of the contrast was his primary goal becomes extra clear when studying the

author’s best known work, his defamatory biography of Timur Lenk. In this tome, unsparingly titled
ʿAjāʾib al-Maqdūr fī Nawāʾib Tīmūr (The Wonders of Destiny in the Disasters of Timur), Timur is

characterised as an immoral, tyrannical and blood-thirsty despot. And one of his faults was his
adherence to the Yasa:

He [Timur] held fast to the rules of Chinggis Khan (qawāʿid al-jinkīzkhāniyya), and these are
like the fiqh regulations of the Islamic religion, and he conformed to them over the Islamic
way. And so do all the Chaghatai and the people of Dasht [the Golden Horde] and Khitai and
Turkestan and those low people. All of them conform to the rules of the cursed Chinggis
Khan instead of to the rules of Islam (kulluhum yumashshūna qawāʿid al-malʿūn jinkīz khān
ʿalā qawāʿid al-islām). 180

Ibn ʿArabshāh, Fākihat al-Khulafāʾ, 234.
Perhaps it refers tot he Turkish ceremonial movement of chök, in which a person descended to one knee and
touche their elbow to the ground in a sign of respect for high-ranking persons, used among the Mongols. See
Broadbridge, Kingship and Ideology, 37.
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Ibn ʿArabshāh makes a similar point in a few lines of poetry elsewhere in the book:
He [Timur] annihilated the kings, and all who were noble and learned and venerable
He strove to extinguish the light of God and the pure religion
With the code of Chinggis Khan (bi-furūʿi jinkiz khān), that impure tyrant and unbeliever 181

In Ibn ʿArabshāh’s work there is a strong emphasis on Timur’s transgressions against Islam and

Muslims, contained in an at times apocalyptic narrative. The conqueror supposedly slaughters

Muslims instead of sheep for ʿīd al-ʾaḍḥā (the Feast of the Sacrifice); murders the faithful while they

are in prayer in a mosque, which he subsequently sets ablaze; violates the Muslim women and their
seclusion, and so on. As an eyewitness to, and victim of, Timur’s destructive path through the Near
East, the scholar uses all the ammunition available to him to malign this ‘disbelieving despot’ (al-

ẓulūm al-kafūr). 182 An important part of that ammunition was provided by his forerunners, who in

earlier confrontations with the Mongols had developed a tradition in which they opposed the Sharia
to the purported ‘Great Yasa of Chinggis Khan’: hence Ibn ʿArabshāh’s description of the Yasa as ‘the
cursed, Satanic laws of Chinggis Khan’ (al-tūrā al-jinkizkhāniyya al-maʿlūna al-shayṭāniyya). 183 Not

only did Timur himself stand in the tradition of Chinggis Khan’s conquests – Ibn ʿArabshāh

described the women through whom he can be connected to the line of Chinggis Khan as ‘snares of
Satan’ (ḥabāʾil al-shayṭān) 184 – his detractor, too, stood in a long tradition in which the Yasa was

vilified as un-Islamic.

Conclusion
That there was something like the Yasa, and that the Mongols themselves found it very important,

did not go unnoticed by Muslim authors of the seventh/thirteenth, eighth/fourteenth, and

ninth/fifteenth centuries. They also recognised Chinggis Khan’s lasting significance to them, as well
as the connection between the two, which was emphasised in Mamluk-era texts: it runs from

Baybars’ letter to Abaqa through Ibn ʿArabshāh’s depiction of the qawāʿid al-jinkīzkhāniyya. These
cultural elements mattered to the Mongols, but the way they were discussed by authors in the

Mamluk sultanate also shows what mattered to the latter: this cultural stuff thus functioned as an

ethnic marker. The depictions of Chinggis Khan and the Mongol Yasa in the sultanate serve in part
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to provide a historical background for the Mongol rise and conquests. Yet, a significant part of the

information reveals less about the Mongols and their culture then it does about the Muslim authors
of Mamluk Syria and Egypt. To paraphrase Jenkins: it says more about the categorisers than about
the categorised. 185

What the Mamluk-era authors’ descriptions of Chinggis Khan and the Yasa reveal is the

cultural stuff they find important, specifically the Islamic religious tradition. Already in the

seventh/thirteenth century, the Yasa was opposed to the Sharia, a development that was expanded

upon in the eighth/fourteenth century, starting with the fatwas by Ibn Taymiyya at the turn of the

century. Aigle has stated that it was only in the ninth/fifteenth century that the Yasa was contrasted

to the Sharia in the way that al-Maqrīzī and Ibn ʿArabshāh do. 186 As I have shown in this chapter,

however, these authors were clearly building on an older tradition, which had started more than a

century earlier. In different contexts, the pair Chinggis Khan-Yasa functions as the photonegative of

the pair Muhammad-Sharia. Like the description of the Yasa as un-Islamic, from the

seventh/thirteenth century onward, the Mongol leader is widely described by Mamluk-era authors

as being revered as a prophet by the Mongols, or even as being deified by them. And although there
was indeed, as Biran has described, a certain admiration for the conqueror’s intelligence – of which
he had supposedly made good use in his realisation of the Yasa – and his courage, this false

prophethood remained intensely problematic. This trope of a mirror image can also explain the

emphasis several authors place on the Yasa as being written down, even if this is in ‘crude writing’
as Ibn Kathīr stated, with this text then being honoured in some way: the Yasa in written form
functions as a failed alternative to the Qur’an.

Muslim contemporaries would have recoiled reading these Mamluk-era descriptions of the

Yasa and its implementer, shivering at the blatant contradictions between this law of the Mongols

and the God-given laws of Sharia as well as detesting the Mongol reverence for the ‘prophet’

Chinggis Khan. After all, Sharia regulations not only pertained to what in the present day would be
considered the legal area, but also to many aspects of religious practice and day-to-day life. The

depiction of the Yasa as the complete opposite of these cultural elements, important to many, and

being incompatible with Islamic life in general, resolutely showed the Mongols as Other. The same
applies to the Mongols’ perceived shirk through the veneration of Chinggis Khan.

To describe the Mongols in this way was a conscious decision made by Mamluk-era writers.

In their discussion of Chinggis Khan and the Yasa, some of them relied on earlier sources by Ibn al185
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Athīr, al-Nasawī and/or Juvaynī. Yet they added their own emphases and statements, stressing

elements as violence, infidelity and/or incompatibility with Islam. The importance of individual

agency here is clearest in the respective use by al-ʿUmarī and Ibn Kathīr of Juvaynī’s information on
Chinggis Khan and the Yasa, of which an Arabic translation circulated in the Mamluk sultanate.

Where Juvaynī described his masters’ laws as very compatible with Islam, Ibn Kathīr’s text contains

explicit condemnations of Chinggis Khan and the Yasa. This way of criticising the Yasa also appears,
for instance, in the older work of Ibn Wāṣil. Ibn Kathīr also includes more subtle digs – deriding the

Yasa’s physical appearance, for instance – while also enhancing the supposed position of the Yasa.

Another way in which authors level critique at the Yasa is by describing its rules – which they quite
likely invented themselves and which are implicitly but diametrically opposed to Sharia regulation,
leaving their readers to draw their own conclusions. Cases in point are the previously studied text
by Ibn ʿArabshāh, but also, as I have shown in this chapter, the work of al-Ṣafadī. The latter author

had another card up his sleeve, in which he was helped by the fact that the Yasa was as mysterious
to Mamluk-era writers as it is to scholars today. Where authors such as Ibn Kathīr, Ibn Taymiyya,
al-Dhahabī and al-Subkī can be described as serious, maybe even somewhat sober, critics of the
Yasa and Chinggis Khan, al-Ṣafadī introduces ridicule. By drawing out the ludicrous rule of the
nosebleed at dinner, he ridicules the legal code itself as well as its followers.

The Syrians and Egyptians thus were well aware of the Mongols’ own pride in their Yasa

and their great ancestor Chinggis Khan. Therefore, these two potent symbols served as an extension
of them, and by criticising them these authors could chastise their contemporary neighbours if they
so wished. This is most clear in the fatwas by Ibn Taymiyya, for whom the denunciation of the Yasa

and Chinggis Khan’s ‘prophethood’ served an immediate and practical goal: the call to jihad against
the invading Ilkhanids. For later authors, their exact aims are not always as apparent. I suspect,
however, that in most cases we can regard them as a reflection of general hostility towards the

Mongols, the Ilkhanids in particular, in which the symbols of Chinggis Khan and the Yasa function as
a pars pro toto. Even though several of the eighth/fourteenth-century texts I discussed were written

after the conversion of the Mongols of the Ilkhanate, the Mamluk-Ilkhanid peace agreement and the
khanate’s subsequent collapse into chaos several decades later (at which point they no longer

posed a threat to the sultanate) memories of the decades-long Mongol threat and the resulting fear
remained, especially for Syrian authors.

In any case, the stock of ideas on the un-Islamicness of the Yasa remained in use, and their

persistence and continued availability is perhaps made clearest by al-Maqrīzī’s use of them –

employing images of the Yasa (as well as of the perceived ethnic connection between the Mongols
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and the Turkic Mamluks) to make an internal political point. At the same time, several authors –

even if they are critical of the Mongols in other respects, such as al-ʿUmarī (see chapter 2) – do not

use these images. In the cases of al-ʿUmarī and al-Nuwayrī this appears to coincide with an external

set of sources from the Ilkhanate. A set of images thus existed that, although not used by everyone,
was available for those who found them useful. In this manner, Ibn ʿArabshāh could take recourse
to them in his discussion of a new episode of Turko-Mongol aggression, but they could even be
employed for purposes that had little to do with the Mongols.

As symbols, Chinggis Khan and the Yasa were useful tools for the Mamluk-era authors to

interpret, categorise and other the Mongols. The images of Chinggis Khan and the Yasa that they
cultivated correspond with both the existing ethnographic stereotypes of northern people and

ideas and images about the Mongols – especially those in the Ilkhanate – that were developed in

response to the conquests and contacts that the Mamluk sultanate had with them. The development
of these images forms the topic of the next chapter. With Chinggis Khan functioning as the distilled

essence of his people, and his Yasa as key part of Mongol culture, their perceived characteristics as
well as their use by contemporary Mongols, are echoed in and reflect on the latter as a whole.
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